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.S. joins Spartan City cause
By Brian Fedrow
Daily staff writer
Angry Spartan City parents and their children packed the A.S. Council Chambers yesterday and voicing dissatisfaction over the
planned closure of the complex in August
1988.
"We’ve revolved our lives around having
five years for our education." said psychology
senior Scott Dahlquist outside the Associated
Students hoard of directors’ meeting. "It was
an implied promise that has been broken."

Alan Dep Daily staff
Spartan City resident Leo Johnson displays a photocopy of the 1947 bond act

on student housing that l’resident Gail
Fullerton has said prohibits family hous-

Breast cancer research
requires mothers’ milk
By Paula Ray Christiansen
Daily staff writer
Milk does a body good. And in
the case of one SJSU professor in the
Chemistry Department. the more
human milk he can find, the more
good it will do.
Assistant Prof. Dale Greenwah of
the Chemistry Department needs at
least 2.000 ounces. or between 15 and
16 gallons, of fresh human milk for
breast cancer research being done by
the department .
"I am in the unique and rather
awkward position in which the basic
source of my research program happens to he human milk." Greenwalt
said.
For practical as well as experimental reasons. volunteers who attend
SJSU or live close to campus are
needed tor the research, he said.Women will extract the milk at home and
then deliver the specimen for,analysis.

"There are restrictions to the
milk we can use," Greenwalt said.
The milk must he as fresh as possible and cannot be frozen or refrigerated in order for the cream to be separated for research purposes, he said.
For this reason, and for the convenience of donors. he is hoping to
find family or friends of faculty members and students who live near campus to provide the milk. he said.
Human milk contains large
amounts of fat, which provides the
basis for the cancer research. Greenwalt said.
After the milk is collected it is
mixed with saltwater and churned until
a butter mixture is formed by the
breaking down of the membranes surrounding the fat. he said.
See RESEARCH. page 6

photographer

ing as a replacement for Spartan City,
slated for demolition in August 1988.

Nancy Johnson, Spartan City Families
Association president, asked the hoard to join a
task force created by the group to keep family student housing at SJSU. About two dozen residents stood behind Johnson. some with crying
children, others armed with folders full of literature on their plight.
"We need to get President Fullerton to realize the need and (to) support it." she said.
"The waiting list for Spartan City is two years
(80 people) long.
The hoard voted II -0-1 to participate in
the task force and four members volunteered to
join the group’s efforts to publici7e the need for
family -student housing to the community and
to Fullerton. A.S. President Tom Boothe said
he supports the intentions of the group.
"As a student. I don’t think we should
overlook the needs of non-traditional students
at SJSU." Boothe said. "Many are still under
the impression that all college students are between the ages of 18 and 22."
Boothe said the university should seek
funding from the city and state to continue the
use of Spartan City in its current role as home
to 250 people. Boothe, along with board members Annabelle Laden, Victoria Johnson and
Nandor Krause. volunteered to join the residents’ task force.
Association spokesman Leo Johnson told

the hoard the administration has been lalsely
telling residents that the bond act of 1947 stipulates single -student housing he built before
family housing. He also said the university is
ignoring the state education code. Section
90089, by not taking into account "limited -income people with critical housing needs. ’’
Dahlquist, whose V4 lit. WON: a nurse, is
expecting their second hild, said he had
planned a live -year sta.y at the complex Ile and
his family have been there tot Is months.
He said he has put a lot in lime and money
into their apartment while w inking as a bartender and finishing his degree.
"I put 15 gallons of paint on the walls,
stripped the oak floors and sanded them." he
said. "I also put carpet in my son’s room. I’d
say we put about $1.500 into
He said he’ll probably have to give up his
goal of a Phi) in psychology and his wile
won’t he able to take additional nursing courses
at SJSU.
Spartan City resident Joe Cowan received
a sociology degree while attending school on
the C’,. I. Bill after the Vietnam War. Ile said his
wife is working toward a credential in education administration and that it was hard to
uproot their likes to go hack to school.
"We came to follow her program through
to the finish." he said. "The facilities are lacking, hut at least it’s something Maybe a yuppie
doesn’t see what the situation is. hut Spartan
City has offered us a reprieve ’
Cowan added that his 7 -year-old daugther
Leah is also able to take .Ithantage of what the
school has to offer. She’s enrolled in SJSU’s
University For Kids drama program.
Kay Norton. who has lived at the complex
for three years. said the A.S. has been w
to help many other campus organi/ations. so
the !amities association deserves support as.
well.

Spartans go for Cal Bowl bid
By Greg Stryker
Daily staff writer
The Spartan football team will he looking to
win its eighth straight game, and more importantly
clinch a California Bowl henh, when it hosts a stubborn Long Beach State squad at 1:3(1 p.m. Saturday
in Spartan Stadium.
The 49ers (3-1 in the PCAA. 5-3 overall) have
managed to stay within striking distance of the conference title. Even though the Spartans 16-0, 9-2)
have won all six of their conference games, they
could lose control of their destiny with a loss to Long
Beach State.
If the 49ers heat SJSU and win their last two
home games against Nevada-Las Vegas and Pacific.
they will claim the PCAA title.
Easier said than done.
The Spartans have dominated the conference in
recent weeks. SJSU has beaten its last three PCAA
opponents by an average spread of 30.3 points a
game.
SJSU defensive tackle Wayne Woodard said
the learn has been fired up all week.
"You could tell Irom the minute we won the
Fullerton game that there was an intensity about this
game." Woodard said. "I’m positive nobody on this

A.S. still awaiting $1,000

team has played a more important game."
Spartan head coach Claude Gilbert (16-15- I in
his third season at SJSU) said intensity will be an important ingredient in a game of this magnitude.
"So much is at stake," Gilbert said. "There’s
the outright conference championship and the bowl
invitation. So, we’re culminating a great season with
a stage that’s set for a great championship game.
"We’ve been awfully consistent in our ability
to get up emotionally throughout the course ol the
season." he said. "Because of the importance of the
game. I hope we can reach a higher level
"We will absolutely need to play vs ith great in
tensity in order to win. Long Beach is a vastly im
proved and very talented football team. -Like the Spartans, the 49ers have a dangerous
passing game.
Long Beach State quarterback Jeff Graham has
completed 186 of 330 passes for 2,287 yards and 17
touchdowns, just four short of the school record.
Fullback Mark Templeton has been Graham’s
favorite target, with 71 catches. That’s four more receptions than the Spartans’ Guy Liggins, who leads
the nation in receiving yardage.
See FOOTBALL, page 5

Administrators
have high hopes
for football game
By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
Saturday’s Spartan football game IS the
kind of story sportswriters, movie makers and
.p.sociate athletic directors dream about.
But SJSU athletics administrators are hoping fans and students will be just as excited.
"The conference championship is riding
on it... said Rich Chew, associate men’s athletic director.
’And of course that means the invitation
to the Cal Bowl.’’Chew said
Last year. the Spartans compiled a :s
record, and the Men’s Athletics Department (in
ished the year with a 5250.000 deficit.
See SPARTANS, page 4

ATO gets probation, $150 fine

from homecoming sponsor for violation of dry rush rules
By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students business
office is still waiting to receive $1,000
from the major sponsor of Homecoming Week ’86.
Santa Clara County Transit,
which promoted its shuttle buses during homecoming week in early October, has not paid any of the $1,000 it
contracted for, said Jean Lenart, A.S.
business administrator.

cDear readers,
There will he no school tode
T morrow because of new student
OD advising and Computer Assisted
Registration activities,
The Spartan Daily will not
re
be publishing tomorrow or Monfeday. Have a nice weekend
we’ll see you Tuesday.
11.

The contract called tor ilk. transit
district to pay 5500 before homecoming week, and $500 after the promotion ended.
But the AS., which funds homecoming activities, has not received either payment, Lenart said.
Doug Knapp, ’County Transit
public information officer, said the information regarding the homecoming
contract with the A.S. has been lost by
his company’s finance department.
The file concerning the contract is
empty, and the employee responsible
for it cannot find it. Knapp said.
"And until they tell me they’ve
found it, I can’t give an answer to the
delay," he added.
Lenan said repeated telephone
calls to the transit finance office have
gone unanswered.
County Transit decided to sponsor homecoming week after the A.S.
lost a sponsorship from Bottomley
Distributing Co., which had provided
$3.000 each of the previous three
years.
Company owner Don Bottomley,
who said the 1986 homecoming committee requested a sponsorship too late

Jean Lenart,
. . . awaiting payment
in the year, opted instead to sponsor
two promotions with the athletic department at the Oct. 4 homecoming
game.
The delay is holding up a final financial statement for homecoming
week, Lenart said.
So far, the County Transit
sponsorship has actually cost the A.S.
money, Lenart said.
See SPONSORSHIP, page 4

By Janet! Hall
Daily staff writer
A campus fraternity ,Aas lined and put on probation
after being found guilty il\ ’Awing dry rush regulations.
Alpha Tau Omega was tined $150 and placed on probation for the remainder of the semester during a closed
hearing of the Interfraternity Council’s judiciary committee
Tuesday, said judiciary Chairman Mark Skorlich of Kappa
Sigma.
In addition, ATO’s national chapter will receive a letter describing the violation. Skorlich said.
Two months ago. Sigma Chi accused ATO of supplying alcohol to pledges during rush, thus violating dry rush
rules. The incident occurred Sept. 4 at Pizza-A -Go-Go.
ATO member Brad Ashcroft, a witness for his fraternity, said ATO "did not supply any alcohol to rushees or
non-members."
"We knew the rules and we didn’t break any of
them," Ashcroft said. "The rules are so vague."
This semester fraternities were prohibited from using
alcohol to entice pledges to join their houses, according to
Tom Geraghty, IFC vice president and director of judicial
affairs. Dry rush regulations state that any house found
guilty of violating the rules would be fined 55(X).
Skorlich said ATO was fined only SI50 because the judicial committee thought the line was "too high."
"We didn’t know if (the violation) was intentional or
not." Skorlich said.
The live -member judicial committee consisted of
Skorlich, vice chairman Bob Ness of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Jason Kendrick of Sigma Alpha Mu, Dave Adams of Sigma
Nu and Ray Marine of Pi Kappa Alpha.

"Two AT() pledges %ere Ii inkine..’ said Mike Kane.
a member of Sigma Chi, who said he vvtiimcssed the violation. "From what I understood, it was a pretty ohs. ious v totat ion. "
Chuck Hammers, owner ol l’i/rn-A-Go-Go, was also
called in for questioning by the judiciary committee.
’I have three ATOs working for me.’’ he said after the
hearing. "So can any non-member walk in and drink in my
establishment? It’s a public place of business,. There was no
fraternity function, at least planned with us.
"I know that night there were probably four different
fraternities there. Should I close my place off to fraternities
during dry rush?"
Mark Wilkerson, president of ATO. said witnesses for
Sigma Chi identified David Beasley. an ATO pledge as
being present at the restaurant with active fraternity members drinking beer.
"He’s the one (Sigma Chi) is making the accusation
against." Wilkerson said. "Beasley was not even there."
He said Beasley’s sister was present at the hearing to
testify that Beasley’s did not go to the restaurant on Sept. 4.
Beasley declined comment.
Wilkerson said the fraternity plans to appeal the committee’s decision.
"We’re appealing on the fact that dry rush guidelines
are ambiguous," he said. "The rules are unclear as to how
pledges conduct themselves in private and public.’’
He said the judicial committee has 72 hours to submit a
transcript of the hearing to the fraternity and ATO has 10
days to make an appeal or to request another hearing.
Scott Allen, president of Sigma Chi. said he would
wait to comment until ATO files an appeal.
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Editorials

Come celebrate ’86 season Saturday
lootbal I team is about to make one of the
The
most amazing turnarounds in NCAA history
so it’s time for fans to turn around and come
back to Spartan Stadium.
With a win over Long Beach State on Saturday. SJSU will finish the regular season with nine
wins an astounding seven more than last season.
In addition, the Spartans are 6-0 in Pacific
Coast Athletic Association play. Beating the 49ers
will earn the Spartans a trip to the California Bowl
in Fresno for the first time since 1981.
After struggling through 1985 to finish 2-8-1,
Coach Claude Gilbert and his players have resurrected football at SJSU.

The Spartans haven’t just been winning
they’ve been dominating in a way top teams do.
They are among the nation’s leaders in total
offense behind the leadership of quarterbacks Mike
Perez and Tony Locy. The defense is crunching opponents, giving up only two yards per rush.
SJSU annihilated UOP, New Mexico State and
Fullerton State in their own stadiums, setting a
school total offense record against Pacific.
The Spartans deserve a welcome-home party
on Saturday. They’ve been putting on shows in
other cities but now it’s time for a command performance.

Over-the -phone registration praised
those who base experienced the event called
For
arena registration, the headaches involved are
a familiar happening each semester.
The lines start forming outside Spartan Cornplex long before the scheduled registration time.
While waiting in line, the student wonders if he will
get any of his classes anyway.
The introduction of Computer Assisted Registration went a long way toward ending the hassle of
registering. Last semester, 18,671 students registered through CAR, according to Cashiering Services, attesting to the program’s popularity,
Now, President Gail Fullerton has approved a
new $100,000 over-the -phone registration, sched-

uled to he ready by all 1988.
This program will be convenient for students
and Admissions and Records staff. It will save
countless hours of time for students, staff, and faculty, jut indeed replaces CAR.
It should also save thousands of dollars in
costs if it also able to replace arena registration,
which by all accounts it should, if students have the
choice of a three-minute phone call as opposed to
being last in line for classes.
Kudos to Fullerton and Admissions and Re cords for approving the plan. If one less bureaucratic mess Can be phased out, it will be a sue cess.

Concert-goers given bad treatment
and
People attending rock concerts in the Bay Area
presumably elsewhere in the country are second-class
citizens in the eyes of the promoters who get rich off them.
There is no excuse for the shabby treatment accorded
concert -goers at large arenas. The rock crowd may not always he the most genteel of audiences. hut they shell out
good money to see these shows and are entitled to some respect.
The contempt of the promoter for the rock crowd is
most glaring in the sale of tickets. Not simply the prices.
which admittedly arc inflated out of all proportion to then
worth, hut because all seats in a large arena command the
same price.
Except for the few occasions in which two ticket prices
are offered
one or reserved seating, another for general
seating -- all rock concerts have
one entrance price. For instance,
Opinion
you can pay $20 to sit in the rare lied atmosphere at the top of the Oakland Coliseum. while
your friend pays the same fora seat in the front row.
In every other spectator activity, seats are sold according to a graduated price scale. The closer one sits to the action, the higher the price. You don’t have to he Albert
Einstein to spot the inherent logic of the system.
It is this way in all spectator sports. If you shell out $IO
for a box seat behind home plate, you deserve a better vantage point than the guy who pays $3.50 to sit in the bleachers. There is no misunderstanding the patron making the
greater cash investment knows he will be rewarded with a
seat closer to the action.
seating is
Besides, good - or at least adequate
more crucial to the enjoyment of a concert than a ballgame.
There are distinct advantages to sitting farther away from
the field at a baseball game. Many people prefer the perspective of a seat higher up in the stands, where a more
complete view of all the action can he gained.
No such advantage exists for the concert -goer in sitting
farther away from the stage. The musicians at a concert remain relatively stationary, hound by the dimensions of a
stage which is dwarfed by the number of seats around it.
Sitting farther away doesn’t enhance one’s enjoyment of a
concert.
But it isn’t just the distance front the stage that counts
it’s the angle. You could get to the concert hall, excited
that the night you’ve waited three months for has finally arrived. only to discover that a 20-root hank ol speakers

r
David
Rickard

stands directly bet,,s een your seat and the stage
This is not an exaggeration. Tickets are routinely sold
for sections of arenas from which the pertiirmers cannot
even he seen. Bill Graham, the local rock czar, also has no
compunction about seating people behind the performers.
Imagine attending a Broadway play and being ushered to a
seat behind the stage. The only acknowledgment by the perComers that you exist is when they give you a wave of the
hand on their way out.
And heaven help the poor schmuck who dares to momentarily stray from his seat to catch a glimpse of the hand
he paid to see. The security guards, nowhere to he found
when that jerk cut in front of you in line, are quick to stuff
you hack in your seat.
Rock promoters have no moral misgivings about selling every seat in an auditorium, regardless of the impediments to a good view of the stage --- or any view at all.
They know the average rock and roll fan is in his teens or
early 20s. and is unlikely or unable to file a protest.
Graham gears his treatment of an audience to its mean
age. He knows the stunts he pulls on a younger, rock oriented crowd would never wash with an older clientele.
He treats audiences at classical concerts and comedy shows
with a measure of respect, while rock crowds are treated
like cattle.
Even if concert -goers were sufficiently motivated to
register a complaint, their entreaties would fall on deaf ears.
Graham has a monopoly on concerts in the Bay Area and
doesn’t feel compelled to clean up his act.
There are tentative plans now underway to hold rock
concerts at Spartan Stadium in the future. Graham may call
the shots, giving him a chance to institute some much needed reforms.
But don’t hold your breath.

Letters to the Editor
Forensics team overlooked
Editor.
With the big emphasis on intercollegiate athletics these
days. many other programs which also bring home pride
and trophies to the campus have taken second billing to the
more well-known teams. One example is the SJSU Forensics Team.
I am not saying that the sports teams are unimportant.
hut that the other programs are also very important to the
school and deserve at least some time in the Spartan Daily.
When most people mention the word "forensics."
most think of Quincy standing over a corpse, not a group of
dedicated people. practicing long hours, riding in crammed
vans and speaking in front of a judge as critical as a football
referee, from early morning to late in the evening
But forensics is actually competitive speaking. and
SJSU’s Forensics Team travels throughout the state competing with other universities.
So far this year. SJSU’s Forensics Team has finished
in the top three at each of the tournaments that we have entered. Yet. not one story in the Daily.
We are a team, with each person, just like on a sports
team playing an important part We also have some individuals who have stood out as being superior speakers.
Jeff Draper has already qualified for the National Tournament in San Diego, yet the only people who know are

those immediately around him.
Suli "Success Express" McCullough is only one
"leg" from accomplishing the same goal, yet no story in
the Daily.
We have coaches also, namely Laurie Lema and Phil
Wander. who put in hundreds of hours helping team members turn "good" speeches into "great" speeches.
These are hut a few of the people who put in many
hours each week. perfecting speeches and gathering evidence. Then there are the endless hours of practice to
coaches, friends, walls, mirrors and even pets.
We put in as many hours as the more well-known
sports teams at our own craft. We are a very diversified
team with career goals such as lawyers, actors, artists, business leaders and media broadcasters. Now we have but one
to make SJSU a Forensics "Powerhouse."
goal
I feel that the "other" teams at SJSU deserve some
space in the Daily, because we also serve a purpose and deserve the exposure and credit. There are many similarities
with the two groups of teams.
We are truly a team that represents and is proud of our
school and that we are in pursuit of the same goal . . . No.
I.
Mark Snyder
Freshman
Political Salence

RAVE I GOT A,
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Editors’ Extra

A.S. consultant responds to opinions
Editor,
There he goes again. Stew Hintz proves his ignorance
of political reality in royal fashion with his "Amerika" column last Friday. He suggests that it is "both wise and responsible for the A.S. to sponsor a two-week campaign to
downgrade" East San Carlos Street, then he turns 180 degrees on a $1,000 bill and lambastes the Associated Students hoard of directors for passing a fiscal action to launch
a credible campaign to influence the decision.
More troubling is the unsigned editorial on Monday
Instead of concentrating on the primary issue which is
the downgrade vote the editorial verbally attacks both me
and the A.S. board. The Spartan Daily editorial board
seems more concerned with falsely perceived misconduct
than with accountability for the use of student funds.
All students and not just those with opinions which
appear in print are invited to scrutinize the campaign as it
unfolds. Scan the Spartan Daily between now and Nov. 20.
and hold the paper accountable for their reporting of the issues related to downgrading. Is the reporting objective and
insightful? Are the editorials considerate and convincing’?
Are you receiving the information you need to know? The
answer should he yes to each question because $39,710 is
allocated to the Spartan Daily from student fees.
Consider the performance of the A.S. on the downgrade issues during the same period between now and Nov.
20. Every matriculated student who pays the basic registration fee is a member of the A.S. Was the A.S. the "organization through which student concerns are represented to
the University community." as promised by the general cat,
alog? Did the A.S. "adopt measures necessary for the general welfare and to protect the interests and to respond to the
needs of the Associated Students," as directed by the A.S
Constitution. Did you receive the effective representation
that you need? The answer should be yes to each question
because $2,200 is allocated to the Campus Unity Campaign
from student fees.
Consultants are routinely hired to conduct lobbying
campaigns or grass-roots political campaigns. I was hired to
conduct both, simultaneously. For two full weeks I will eat,
drink and sleep both campaigns. To suggest otherwise is
dishonest.
Please reserve judgment on the value of the Campus
Unity Campaign until after Nov. 20. Remember that the
campaign was not only designed to influence city council
members, hut also to present a positive image of San Jose
State University to those who might care.
1 will take Mr. Hintz at his word when he says, "One
could almost support Sonneman and his efforts if it were
not for his salary," and also the writer(s) of the unsigned
editorial in a similar statement. "Agreed. Sonneman might
be useful for this project. There would he no objection to
paying him a more modest sum." To prove my integrity. I
propose that Mr. Hintz "look to the Political Science Department" plus public relations majors and members of the
Spartan Daily editorial hoard and find 25 of the of the sharpest students not already involved in student government. If
you and your buddies can match me hour-for-hour in soliciting support for the downgrade. I will donate every dime I
earn from A.S. to the Student Union, earmarked for use to
help construct a pedestrian plaza on Ninth Street. Do we
have a deal. Mr. Hintz?
Paul W. Sonneman
.k.S. Consultant

Reader suggests KSJS’s music
Editor,
I am writing in response to Len Gutman’s column
("Lower half of state has no character," Nov. 4) because it
is he, not San Jose. who is in the Stone Age musically.
Now. Len, let me show you the way out of the Stone
Age. You start by moving the radio tuner from KITS to
90.7 FM, KSJS, if you truly want new, modern, alternative
music. Lo and behold, this station has been California’s No.
I college station for the past five years and it’s just a few
blocks away from Dwight Bente’ Hall (right under your
nose.) KSJS has been playing new. unknown (to the world
of Top 40) hands for a while now and it has certainly played
many songs years ago that are now on current rotation at
KITS. Your impossible task of not finding out about new
music has been possible only you were too busy mourning
the death of "the Quake" and suffering from KROQ withdrawal symptoms.
So. Len. go ahead and change the tuner to 90.7 FM
KSJS and enter the world of the 20th century. On behalf of
KSJS. welcome to the real world of music!
Ascencion Espana
Freshman
Radio-Television
KSJS Disc Jockey

Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters
to the editor. Bring them to Dwight Bernet Hall, Room 208,
or the Student Union Information Desk.
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major, class
standing and phone number. The Daily reserves the right to
edit letters for libel and length.

Sally
Finegan

Confidence booster
Sometinies it’s OK to take a drug.
A safe drug should he available to people
whose fear of public speaking manifests itself in
a severe physical reaction.
One of the things people say they’re most afraid
of is public speaking. Every time these people have to
speak in front of a group, their hearts pound violently,
they hyperventilate. they shake and thiniaweitat
People with performance anxiety rnagy have a
drug some day to help them conclikr thi nhysical response they have to that fear. Natter tening occasional use of this drug is found to be harmless, people
should he allowed to take it for stage fright.
A class of drugs, heta-blockers, have been prescribed for years for disorders including high blood
pressure, migraines, angina and glaucoma.
While it is still being tested. this drug may also
relieve the symptoms of stage fright. Studies have
shown it to block the flight/fright response and lower
the resting heart rate. So people may he nervous mentally, but after taking the drug they don’t experience
the physical symptoms. And if they know their physical response to the fear will be blocked, the experience
of public speaking might become less frightening each
succeeding time.
The drug has not been cleared for this use by the
Food and Drug Administration. Physicians warn that
the effects of its long-term use are not known.
Its known temporary side effects include
drowsiness, fatigue, dizziness. heartburn and nausea.
(Interestingly enough, people who have taken betablockers for stage fright find these side effects
negligible.) Also, people who dose themselves daily
with beta-blockers risk a heart attack.
If the drug does become available to those with
stage fright, some social stigma may be attached to its
use in this era of anti -drug hysteria. People may feel
they have to hide their use of the drug.
Just as people take drugs for angina or asthma.
they should he allowed to take a drug to conquer their
stage fright.
For some people this fear is a phobia. Some students will not take a class simply because of oral presentation requirements. Others who do take such
classes despite their anxiety worry for weeks before
they must stand up before their peers. Others start to
feel their hearts race at even the thought of asking a
question in class.
And some people never get over this fear. Some
musicians, actors and actresses suffer from the fear
throughout their entire careers. They experience stage
fright every time they perform. Some suffer with the
anxiety, others resort to tranquilizers or alcohol, and
some already use beta-blockers.
Of course the potential for abuse exists. The drug
should not he used as a crutch, a pill to pop every time
a person faces a potentially stressful situation, and
probably should be available only by prescription.
Students should not take beta-Nockers before every
class and people looking for a job should not take
them before every interview.
True, some people are able to overcome their fear
of public speaking just by getting up in front of groups
again and again. Some people can hypnotize themselves or relax through meditation. Sonic people learn
to use their adrenalin response to get up for a performance. If people can overcome their fear and the resulting physical response, certainly the holistic approach is preferable.
But for some people, repeated public speaking
engagements and relaxation techniques do not work
In certain situations, these people know they will become so physically incapacitated that they will he unable to speak. From personal experience these people
know that if they have to give a 20-minute report, their
hearts will pound so loudly that they won’t be able to
hear and they will experience such severe hyperventilation that they won’t he able to speak.
These people should have the option to take a
safe drug.
Sally Finegan Is the feature editor. Editors’
Extra is an open forum for editors who appear on a
rotating basis every Tuesday and -Thursday.
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Education Secretary Bennett lauds
schools in Cupertino, Sunnyvale
SUNNYVALE (AP) U.S.
Education Secretary William J. Bennett looked at a blackboard math lesson at a school he was honoring yesterday and quipped, "Let’s move on
to something I can understand,"
"I didn’t do Venn diagrams
until I was in graduate school,"
Bennett said, looking up from a tiny
seat in front of 32 third and fourth
grade children in a class at West
Valley Elementary School.
After answering a variety of
questions, including one about how
many jelly beans he eats during
meetings with the president. Bennett
gave an award to the school as one
of 272 outstanding elementary

schools among the nation’s 80,000
primary schools.
Bennett also presented the same
award earlier to Garden Gate Elementary School in nearby Cupertino, noting it was unusual for two
schools in the same district to he
named in the outstanding schools
program.
He said a report on the schools
found them "safe, warm, comfortable. encouraging. supporting. loving, nuturing and challenging."
"That’s the formula that makes
a good school," he said "If we
could put it in a bottle and send it to
every school in America. a w ould he
a great thing

He said the Cupertino Union
School District was one of only two
school districts in the country with
two schools in the national recognition program. The other is in Missouri.
Stephen Wozniak, co-founder
of Apple Computer Inc., introduced
himself to Bennett and told him he
was a graduate of the school district
along with the other Apple coMunder, Steven P. Jobs.
"I want to teach here in a few
years," said Wozniak. adding that
he will begin work toward his teacher’s license in a year or two. "I had
two life goals, to he a teacher and an
engineer."

Spartaguide
The SJSU Symphony Orchestra
will hold auditions for students, faculty and staff for all instruments by appointment today and every Thursday at
the MU Music Department. Call
Prof. Robert Sayre at 277-2917 or
277-2905 for information.
The Student Health Service will
sponsor a skin health seminar by Richard Noodleman, M.D. from noon to 1
p.m. today in the Health Building,
Room 208. Call Oscar Battle at 2773622 for information.
The Re-entry Advisory Program
will sponsor a discussion and support
group on dealing with divorce from
noon to 1:30 p.m. today in the Student
Union Pacheco Room. Call Virginia
O’Reilly at 277-2005 for information.
The Career Planning and Placement Center will host a seminar called
"All About Publishing" at 2 p.m.
today in the Student Union Almaden
Room. Call Cheryl Allmen at 2772272 for information.
The General Education Advisement Center will present a workshop
on alternative majors for those inter-
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ested in an engineering career from 2
to 3:30 p.m. today in the Student
Union Costanoan Room. Call Mary
Moore at 277-2221 14 information.
The Physics Department will host
Brad Stone of the SJSU Chemistry Department speaking on "Vibrational
Energy Flow Following Laser Execution of Polyatornic Molecules" at 4
p.m. today in Science Building Room
258. Call Carol Boekema at 277-9288
for information.
Campus Ministries will sponsor
Vietnamese Bible Study from 4 to 5:15
p.m. today at the Campus Christian
Center, 10th and San Carlos streets.
Call Tien at 270-1226 for information.

Hermann at 277-9588 for information.
The Bulwer-Lytton Undergraduate Society will sponsor an Advisement Day luncheon at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in Faculty Office 104. Call
Kim Apathy at 293-6491 for information.

But Justice Sandra Day O’Connor suggested that em’Fite Supteme Court, renew
WASHINGTON APi
ing its study of affirmative action in the American work ployers. without admitting past bias, should he allowed to
place, was urged yesterday to strictly control preferential redress possible discrimination to head off suits by women
and minorities.
treatment for women and minorities in job promotions.
The justice asked whether an employer may adopt afThe Reagan administration led the assault on affirmative action plans in cases from Alabama and California as firmative action programs if it "has a firm basis to believe it
the justices for the first time directly examined joh prefer- will he subject" to a lawsuit.
ences for women.
Joyce was promoted under a plan adopted by Santa
The Supreme Court is expected to announce rulings ha Clara County in 1978 at a time when not one of its 238
July in both cases.
skilled craft jobs was held by a woman. The plan called for
In the California case, the Santa Clara County Trans- assigning 16 percent of the agency’s jobs to women, miportation Agency hired Diane Joyce. a 42 -year-old widow norities and the handicapped.
with four children, as dispatcher over Paul Johnson. a 57 Johnson said he scored two points higher than Joyce on
year-old highway worker with .50 years experience who had an oral test and the examiners who conducted the test unanibeen deemed more qualified. A federal appeals court upheld mously recommended him for promotion.
the move as a means of overcoming the absence of women
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, in dismissing
in higher-ranking agency jobs, although there was no court his suit. said the affirmative action plan is constitutional he finding that the agency discriminated against women.
cause Ii is aimed at breaking down a long-standing imbalance
k
between men and women in the agency’s workJohnson, asked by reporters outside the Supreme Court
about efforts to redress discrimination against women. said.
In the Alabama case, Solicitor General Charles Fried,
"Let them work for it like I did. You’re not just handed
the administration’s chief courtroom lawyer, said a court something. I worked for everything I got
ordered plan for promoting equal numbers of black and
Joyce, defending her promotion, said Johnson was
white state troopers was "profoundly illegal," although
"treated unfairly as women have been treated unfairly for
lew jobs were at stake.
years and generations and centuries."
lie argued that a court order aimed at correcting past
Constance E. Brooks of Denver, Johnson’s attorney .
loployment discrimination by the state police was execs said there was no evidence the county previously had dis
se in punishing innocent white troopers seeking promo criminated against women.
ion.

The Dallas Cowboy Cheerleaders
will have an autograph session from
2:45 to 5 p.m. tomorrow at the San
Jose Civic Auditorium. Call Chad
Roseboom at 277-3065 for information.

An affirmative action plan must he based on somethim,
more than "societal and attitudinal reasons." she said
"You can’t force women into non-traditional jobs. If they
want them, it should be based on merit."

GILROY (AN An American sought by Icelandic
authorities in the sinking of two of Iceland’s our whaling
Sigma Delta Chi. The Society of vessels arrived in New York City )esterday . said a
Professional Journalists, SJSU student spokeswoman for the Sea Shepherd Conser) al loll SOC.
chapter will hold a tailgate party on the
Rodney Coronado. 20. of Morgan 11111. was met upon
soccer field at 10:30 a.m. Saturday be- arrival by Ben White, the society’s Atlantic director. Sea
The California Faculty Associa- fore the SJSU-Long Beach State foot- Shepherd spokeswoman JoAnna Forwell told The Dispatch
tion will sponsor a seminar on pre -re- ball game. Look for the SDX banner. newspaper in Gilmy.. The society, based in Vancouver.
tirement planning from 4 to 6 p.m. Prospective members welcome. Call British Columbia. is an international group which opposes
today at the University Club, 408 S. Mariann at 277-3752 for information.
whaling.
Eighth Street. Call Bill Carlson at 292Coronado and David Howard. 21. (il England. both
0323 for information.
being sought in the sinking of
Lynn Green, manager of Infor- members of the society, are
in Reykjamation Services for the law !inn of the ships and the wrecking of a processing plant
vik harbor early Sunday.
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance Pillsbury, Madison and Sutm, will
The sabotage caused no injuries hut resulted in damage
will sponsor a meeting on "Spiritual- speak on "Law Librarianship" at
estimated at about $2 million by the Hvalur Whaling Co
ity" with guest speaker Denis Moore noon Monday in the sixth floor lounge
Ray and Sunday Coronado. Rodney ’s parents, still refrom the Metropolitan Community of Wahlquist Library North. Call 277fuse to believe their son had any involsement in the inciChurch at 4:30 p.m. today in the Stu- 2292 for information.
dent.
dent Union Almaden Room. Call
"I won’t believe it until I hear it from hint," said CoSteve at 293-46341 for information.
The Financial Management Asso- ronado’s mother. She said yesterday from her Morgan Hill
I c ma
ciation will host a "Meet the Profes- home that she had not heard from her son iiitt Lo..
The Student Union will host the sors Night" .11 p. in. Tuesday in the know whether he is in the United States.
College Bowl tournament from 10 Student Unionr Almaden Room. Call
Iceland regards the environmental acirvis(y )111
a.m. to 4 p.m. tomorrow in the Stu- Joe Belarde cl 262-4741 for informa- otaged the country’s whaling industry as terists illsl Sf111
dent Union Almaden Room. Call Judy tion.
try to extradite them for prosecution
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Administrators have
high hopes for game

In search of . . .

John Duus
S.ISI student Joy Higgins, a sociology senior,
scans the job listings under the general category

Daily staff photographer

board at the Career Planning and Placement Ceti ter on the first floor of the Business Classrooms.

Major homecoming sponsor
still delinquent with payments
page I
SPONSORSHIP, p
Luke, who in October said he
As part of the deal. County Tran- would form the 1987 homecoming
sit’s logo was printed on homecoming committee by the middle of this
T-shirts and it cost the A.S. an month, said yesterday he is having
trouble finding student volunteers beadditional $108.25.
The A.S. will solicit Santa Clara cause of a "lack of interest" on camCounty Transit for 1987 homecoming pus.
"There’s a lot of apathy on this
week sponsorship despite this year’s
payment delays. said Dan Larke, who campus," Larke said. "It’s so obvious
as A.S. director of community affairs it hurts."
The A.S. is going to advertise for
oversees homecoming planning.
He said he is confident the A.S. eight student volunteers to serve on the
will eventually collect the full $1.(X8). committee, Larke said, and is accepting applications in the A.S. office on
Several other sponsors. including the third floor of the Student Union.
Sundance Cooler and Coca-Cola, have
"We’ll have a homecoming comexpressed interest in’ promotions for mittee by the end of the month,"
next year’ s.hoisieceining week, said Larke said
#
Larke, who’expressed optimism abotit
lining up sponsors.
"It’s a really good thing to have a
logo on a college campus," he said.
"I’m sure Burger King would love to
have their logo in homecoming
week)."

$1 .50 OFF
Any Pizza

. . . Sundance Cooler
and Coca-Cola have
expressed interest in
promotions for next
year’s homecoming
week.

SPARTANS, from page I
This year, the learn has won
seven straight Pacific Coast Athletic
Association games.
A victory Saturday against Long
Beach State would assure the conference championship and a California
Bowl berth.
Although the team has been performing well, the department’s financial health is not as certain.
"A lot depends on this game,"
Chew said.
A crowd of 20,000 would be
needed to prevent another deficit, he
said.
"There’s really no reason why
we shouldn’t expect that," Chew said.
"It’s a great team to watch."
An exact figure was not available. hut tickets are selling about as
well as they did before the Fresno
State game Oct. 6, said athletics ticket
manager Ted Glarrow.
Attendance at home this season
has averaged about 21.000. A record
crowd of more than 28.000 attended
the Fresno State game.
But the importance of Saturday’s
game should result in even brisker
sales. ilarrow said.
"I’m a hit mystified that we’re
not getting more of a response," filarrow said "It should he an easy game
to sell c,insidering the team’s perliirmance.
Most Spartan fans, though, have
traditionally bought their tickets late,
he said.
Tom McRann, associate men’s
athletics director for marketing, said
the department is planning activities to
get lims to the game, as well as comi11.
uing an aggressive advertising program.
The Dallas Cowboys Cheerleaders will perform a 12 -minute halftime
show featuring the group’s dancing
skills, he said.
"We’ve heard it’s really good,’’
McRann said.
The cheerleaders will also perform in a benefit leir the Spartan Foundation at 8 p.m. tomomm in the San

Dan Larke,

15 minutes later
Buses will return after the game.
The fare is 60 cents on the way to the
stadium and free on the return trip.
The department has stepped up its
advertising this year, placing ads on
local radio and TV stations and in
newspapers including the San Francisco Chronicle and Examiner. the San
Jose Mercury News and the Spartan
Rich Chew, Daily, he said.
"When you buy advertising or
associate men’s athletic director
when you trade advertising, in an indirect way it affects the editorial policy," McRann said.
Jose Civic Auditorium.
Coverage of Spartan football by
Tickets are $10, 57.50 and $5 and
the San Francisco papers has increased
$4 for children under 12.
The cheerleaders are on a public- since the department started placing
ity tour to improve the group’s image ads with them, he said.
The goal of the increased adverand will not he paid individually for
tising program is to make more people
any of the appearances. McRann said.
Sponsors including Gilleahle are aware of the team, MeRann said.
"I’m looking for frequency."
paying most of the expenses to bring
McRann said. "We’ve got to get the
the group to San Jose, he said.
Kickoff time for Saturday’s game word out frequently and consistently."
Even though the department’s adis 1:30 p.m.
Tickets are 510 and $8 for re- vertising budget is partially provided
served seats, $5 for general admission by state funds, the amount is confidential, he said.
and $3 for student seats.
"It’s not enough," McRann said.
Space for tailgate parties will still
be available near the stadium on a "It’s certainly less than Stanford
first -come, first -served basis, Chew has."
McRann was corporate marketing
said.
Patrons are not allowed to bring director for the Stanford University
into Spartan Stadium cans, bottles or athletics department before assuming
anything that could he harmful if his SISt fv,,Mon in 1111),.
thrown or abused, he said.
No alcohol can he brought into
the stadium and patrons cannot leave
and then return "except for obvious
emergencies.’’ Chew said.
Spartan Stadium policies are not
LOS ANGELES tAP1 -- Califorout of line with most lacilities, he said. nia Secretary or State March Fong
’Most stadiums have concern for Eu’s condition improved yesterday,
the safety and welfare of all their pa- and police hoped she could tell them
irons.’ Chew said.
more about a man who stormed her exCounty Transit will continue its clusive home, bludgeoned her with an
shuttle service from the main campus ax and fled with $300.
to the stadium. McRann said.
The intruder burst into Eu’s home
Buses are scheduled to leave Monday night, heal her on the head
Fourth and San Fernando streets at and neck v.. ith the blunt end of the arr.
noon, 12:30. I and 1:30 p.m., taking dragged her through the house by her
San Carlos. 101h, Reed and Seventh hair and left when she gave him
streets, arriving at the stadium about money, police said.

‘There’s really no
reason why we
shouldn’t expect (a
crowd of 20,000). It’s
a great team to watch.’

Eu improving

after assault

Spartan Basketball Season
Is Just Around The Corner

A.S. director of community affairs
)98681
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"America and Her Music"
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SJSU hosts 49ers;
bowl berth on line

Thomas Gary
Morlan

FOOTBALL, from page I
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move came almost a year too late, hut Raider
The
coach Tom Flores has finally yanked Marc Wilson out of the starting quarterback slot in favor
of Jim Plunkett.
Plunkett is scheduled to start against the Browns
on Sunday, and the Raider faithful should rejoice at
this turn of events. By making the change. Flores has
given the team a shot at making the playoffs.
With Wilson at the helm, Los Angeles would end
up with a high draft pick -- as a result of finishing
near the bottom of the conference.
While Raider fans should he happy with the
coach’s decision, they should also wonder why the
move wasn’t made sooner. A lot sooner.
Last year it became obvious to everyone but
Flores that Wilson should he benched. In the playoff
game against New England last year. Wilson singlehandedly knocked the Raiders out of the playoffs with
a miserable performance.
Plunkett, who has merely led the Raiders to a pair
of Super Bowl victories, sat on the bench. He probably wondered why he wasn’t given a shot at rescuing
the team from defeat.
Fans wondered the same thing. Wilson is not the
most popular guy in L.A., and why should he be?
Wilson choked in a crucial game against Denver
a week and a half ago. His four interceptions and a key
fumble killed numerous scoring opportunities.
Still. Plunkett sat on the bench as the Broncos
took the win, courtesy of Marc Santa Claus" Wilson. (He gift -wraps games like St. Nick never could.)
Did Flores learn anything from this game? No.
Instead of making the switch to Plunkett for a must win game against the Dallas Cowboys, Flores penciled in Wilson to start.
If he ever starts again. the Raiders should give
their players training on the HeimItch maneuver. Because you can always count on Wilson to choke, and
he just can’t help himself.
In the first half against the Cowboys, Wilson
completed seven passes
four to his receivers, and
three to the Dallas defenders. He also fumbled the hall
deep in Cowboy territory, when it looked like the
Raiders might put some points on the board.
Thus in his last six quarters. Wilson had thrown
seven interceptions and fumbled the ball twice. It was
time to make a change. and Plunkett was ready to go.
The 38 -year-old veteran ran out onto the field and
the Raiders became a different team.
Age may have limited Plunkett’s mobility, hut it
certainly didn’t limit his ability to come through in the
clutch.
Plunkett tossed a pair of touchdown strikes to
wide receiver Dokie Williams to pull out a 17-13 victory.
Instead of being 5-5. the Raiders are 6-4 and
alive and kicking.
Flores should -kick. himself for allowing the incompetent Wilson to start game after game. Unfortunately, the coach’s foot won’t reach where he deserves
to he booted.
And owner Al Davis. who really has the final
word about the composition of the club, should admit
he made a mistake when he signed Wilson to a multimillion -dollar contract.
Wilson was hailed as the quarterback of the future when the contract signing was announced, but the
only success the Raiders have enjoyed has been with
Wilson on the sideline.
Take your loss. Al, and dump Wilson off to a
team that is used to having a loser at quarterback, like
the Rams.
Wilson’s salary is matched only by his knack for
making bonehead mistakes when the game is on the
line. Thank God, Flores has finally come to his senses
and replaced him with Plunkett, a proven winner.
Thomas Gary Morlan is the sports editor who
still belieN es the Raiders are based in Oakland.

Reagan toasts N.Y. Mets
President Reagan
WASHINGTON (AP)
toasted baseball’s finest yesterday, welcoming a delegation of the World Series champion New York Mets
to the White House and proclaiming them the pride ol
America.
"You have certainly done yourselves, the city of
New York and all America proud," Reagan said in
congratulating the handful of players, including pitchers Dwight Gooden and Bob Ojeda and catcher Gary
Carter. who joined him at the Rose Garden ceremony.
Mets Manager Davey Johnson. who had been on
an exhibition tour of Japan. was not on hand, nor were
such key members of the team as first baseman Keith
Hernandez, outfielders Darryl Strawberry and Mookie
Wilson and pitcher Ron Darling.

Alan Dep Daily staff

photographer

SJSLioutside hitter I.isa Ice spikes the hall during the Spartans’ sweep (lithe Wolf Pack

Spartans whip Wolf Pack
despite uninspired effort
By Karin I.. Small
Daily staff writer
It is a rare occasion %, km :III entire team has

an off-night, as the Spartan s ,11evhall squad did
against Nevada -Reno on Tuesday.
Rarer still are the times when that team can
still win the match handily. is SJSU did, 15-7,
16-14. 15-8, before 315 fans at Spartan Gym.
The fact that SJSU raised its4-&Ord to 24-4,
12-4 in the PCAA was the only highlight of this
match, however.
The Spartan starters were conspicuous by
their less-than -spectacular performance, and on
this night even the usually reliable bench players
couldn’t boost SJSU into anything more than dutiful play.
"It was obvious to me that two or three of
our key players didn’t want to play tonight, and
they had no real desire to think about hitting the
hall well or moving to get into position to make
a good pass." Coach Dick Montgomery said.
Lisa Ice led the team in kills with nine, hut
she also led the squad with four hitting errors.
Setter Danielle Spier had only 26 assists when
Montgomery pulled her for Susie Laymon after
the second game. and Christa Cook, normally a
sparkplug br SJSt I. could manage only four
kills and live digs in the one game she played.
The team made 14 hitting errors and 10
serving errors, while allowing the 14-14 Wolf
Pack Women to score 29 points. roughly 10
more than they should have scored, according to
a very disappointed Montgomery.
"We shouldn’t have allowed them (Nevada-Reno) hall that many points:* Montgomery said.
The coach spent 20 minutes with the team
in the locker room after the contest, and the
players were not eager to talk about the match.
"I don’t know what happened. . don’t
know what to say -- I’m speechless." Ice said.
’’It was unacceptable."
Everyone hut Julie Braymen, who is out
with a hack injury, played in the match for
SJSU, but no combination of players could seem
to find a groove, and Montgomery said he was
displeased with the attitude of the team.
"We must make some kind of progress
every day as we attempt to reach the goals we’ve

’We didn’t play up to our
potential at all.’
Kim Hicks,
SJSU volleyball player

set for ourselves. and 1 eel that we wasted a day
of progress tonight .’ Montgomery said. "At the
beginning of the season a game like this would
he more understandable, hut not nov, There is
no excuse for this kind of attitude."
Kim Hicks. who played two games in the
match, said the team just wasn’t properly prepared, hut she couldn’t explain why
"We didn’t play up to our potential at all
we didn’t even come close." Hicks said.
"We let ourselves get complacent. which we absolutely cannot do. We have to give 100 percent. no matter who we’re playing. and play our
own game. not the other teams’.
"All I know is this: If we play like we did
tonight, we’ll get beat by Santa Barbara Thursday. no doubt. We’re going to have to come out
for practice and really work hard, with a positive
attitude, and with nothing hut our next opponent
on our minds."
Tonight’s contest will indeed he a challenge for the Spartans. as they take a I 2 -game
home winning streak into Spartan Gym against
the UC-Santa Barbara Gauchos, who upset
SJSU earlier in the season. The Spar-tans have
not lost a match at home for more than a year
UCSB is battling SJSU for sole possession
of third place in the PCAA. and Montgomery
said he’s expecting a very tough match.
"This match is very important for us. and
we have to play a solid match, period.** he said.
"Maybe we are a year away from that killer instinct, hut the fact is, everyone is clawing for the
NCAA title and we’re just waiting for it to drop
in our laps, which isn’t going to happen. Behavioral change takes time, hut we’ve got to start
learning quick...
The match against Santa Barbara will he at
7:30 tonight in Spartan Gym.

Senior tight end Greg Locy is
another threat to catch the ball.
Lix:y, the older brother of SJSU
quarterback Tony Locy. has caught
28 passes for 443 yards and two
touchdowns.
Long Beach State is averaging
lust 82.5 yards a game rushing, but
though the air, the 49ers have averaged 295.3 a game. Their head
coach, Mike Sheppard, said the
team uses the run just to mix up defenses.
"We utilize the run differently
than other teams do." Sheppard
said. "We use it as a change-up
and a complement to the pass.
When teams take it away from us.
all that does is emphasize even
more of our passing attack."
He said the Spartans’ "46"
defense is a cause for concern.
"It’s scary. It’s not easy to
figure out, and it causes you a multitude of protection and pressure
problems." Sheppard said.
Sam Gruneisen. the Spartan
defensive coordinator who brought
the "46" defense to SJSU this season, said he hopes his blitzing defense will pressure Graham into
mistakes.
"If we get everyone up there
(on the line) coming, it’s going to
he interesting to see how he performs... Gruneisen said. "Against
the blitz, he’s thrown the hall
wildly.
"What I’d like to see is interesting. If he’s going to pass 50
limes, I’d like to see us get three of
them. Our goal is one (interception)
out of every 17."
The 49er defense has allowed
opponents a hefty 383.3 yards a
game, hut has held them to just
I 25 points per contest. Sheppard
said that whoever plays the hest defense should win the game.
"As much as you would like
to say it’s going to he an offensive
game, it’s going to he the defense," Sheppard said. "The team
that plays the hest defense is going

Spartans on the Air
KSJS (90.7 FM) Air Time:
1:15 p.m. Game Time. I ’30 p.m. Saturday
KCBS (740 AM) Air Time:
1:10 p.m. Game Time: 130 p.m. Saturday.
KNTV (Ch. 11)
San Jose
State Highlights: 4:30 p.m. Sunday.

to win,"
Spartan tailback Kenny Jackson, who is second in the PCAA in
rushing with 1.070 yards, said one
of the keys will he the avoiding
turnovers.
"We’ve been talking about
that for the last three weeks," Jackson said. "That’s been the key to
our winning. We haven’t been turning the hall over as much. We’re
going to try to keep control of the
hall."
The Spartans have committed
just three turnovers and have averaged 45.6 points in the last three
games.
Perhaps Gruneisen said it hest
with one sentence.
"If we just play our game,
we’ll beat them." he said.
If the Spartans win, they will
earn their first California Bowl appearance since 1981.

PCAA
Football
frani ither.411
SJSU (8-2)
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Pacific 14-S)
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USC plays last 3 games
in search of a bowl bid
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- Disap- only victory was a 31-21 decision over
pointed they won’t he in the 1987 Rose Washington State in their second game
Bowl, the 13th -ranked Southern Cal of the season. Washington State
Trojans nevertheless have plenty o) in- whipped Southern Cal 34-14, and also
centive to win their final three games. provided unbeaten Arizona State with
the only blemish on its record, a 21-21
Coach Ted Tollner said.
"We just want to win and some- Ile.
The Bears heat the Trojans 14-6
to
us,"
Tollner
thing good can happen
said at his weekly meeting with report - last year at Berkeley to virtually eliminate Southern Cal from the Rose Bowl
em.
"For us to stay in the major howl race.
picture," he added. "we have to con"We played awful up there last
tinue to win and he an attractive team year." Tollner said. ’’But
(revenge) is
to the howl people.
not our real motivation going into this
"If we continue to win, our game.
choices will he better."
"The (howl) possibilities are our
Tollner said the fact that Arizona big motivation. What happened last
State clinched the Rose Bowl hid last year at Cal is of secondary imporweekend was disappointing to the Tro- tance."
jan players. since winning the Pacific The Trojans are coming off a bye.
10 title and playing in Pasadena on
New Year’s Day is always their top and Tollner said that, while the break
was nice. he’s a little apprehensive
goal.
"But." he added, "I think we heading into the game against Cal.
"I’ve gone from teeling good
were pretty much longshois after we
lost to Arizona State (in th dixth game about the bye to having the usual conof the season). The fact that Arizona cerns about us getting out of synch,"
State wrapped it up last Saturday he said.
didn’t really affect our morale."
Spartans’ Lineup
The Trojans, 6-2 overall and 4-2
in the Pac-10, host Cal on Saturday at
FOOTBALL: Long Beach State,
the Los Angeles Coliseum, then close Spartan Stadium, Saturday, 1.30
out against UCLA and Noire Dame.
p.m.
Cal has won just once this year
VOLLEYBALL: UC-Santa Barweek
that
last
was
announced
and it
bara, Spartan Gym, Thursday, 7:30
Coach Joe Kapp won’t be back in p.m. and Fresno State, Fresno, Friday, 7:30 p.m.
1987.
Although Cal is I overall and I 6 in the Pac- W. the Golden Bears

’Skins look to sack Montana
SAN FRANCISCO (API
Joe
Montana’s hack is likely to get a
harsher test Monday night than it did
in his dramatic return to action last
week for the San Francisco 49ers
and Washington Redskins’ defensive
end Dexter Manley promises to provide it.
"We’re not going to play patty cake." said Manley of the coming
clash between the two National Football League teams. "If I get there I’d
like to ring his clock."
Despite the mixed metaphor.
Manley is likely to keep his pledge.
He’s had more sacks than anybody in
since the league
the NFL 58 V2
began keeping track of such things in
1982.
And he’s tied with the Denver
Broncos’ Rulon Jones for No. 2 in
sacks this year with 121/2.
"I wouldn’t want to hurt the
guy," Manley said. "But why do you
want to protect Joe Montana?
"If he’s hurt, don’t play him. If
Bill Walsh doesn’t want us to ring his
clock, don’t play him.
"Am I going to pass up a good
lick because he’s had surgery? No, I’m
going to ring his clock."
Montana returned to action on
Sunday, less than eight weeks after
back surgery to repair damaged disks.

’We’re not going to
play patty-cake. If I
get there I’d like to
ring his clock.’
Dexter Manley,
Redskin defensive end
had
thought Montana might never play in
the NFL again. hut the all -Pro quarterback connected on 13 of 19 passes
for 270 yards and three touchdowns as
San Francisco beat the St. Louis Car
dinals 43-17.
The victory put the 49ers at 6-31, half a game behind the Los Angeles
Rams in the NFC West.
The Redskins are 8-2, tied with
the New York Giants for the lead in
the NFC East.
And though Manley concedes
Montana is one of the hest in the NFL
"He’s a great quarterback"
Montana won’t get any mercy.
"Even if Joe Montana had one
arm, we’d still come after him."
Against the Cardinals, Montana
led the 49er offense to its most productive game of the season.
Some
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Researchers need human milk

Having a ball

RESIAM
IMO I
The Chemistry Department is interested in the
solution left behind after this butter is formed, which
is essentially buttermilk. Greenwalt said.
This water mixture contains the hits and
pieces of membrane broken down during the churning process,’’ he said.
These pieces of what are called mammary epithelial cells are the essential part of his research project. he said.
Two different projects are being conducted in
the department that have to do with the protein found
on the surface of these cells. Greenwalt said.
The projects are part of basic cancer research
used in identifying differentiated and undifferentiated breast cancers, he said.
Differentiated cancer cells grow uncontrollably, hut at a slow rate, because they still perform
some of their normal functions. Greenwalt said.
"But, undifferentiated cancer cells grow rapidly because they have nothing else to do but grow
- they have no regular ’housekeeping duties’. " he

said

the protein he is study mg. Greenwalt said.
’the protein present in lactating breast tissue
He said he will need more than a dozen lactatand milk is also present in differentiated breast can- ing women.
cer cells. Greenwalt said.
The Chemistry Department will provide speIf the protein is present, the cancer is made up cially treated containers for storage of the milk,
of the slower-growing, differentiated cells, he said.
Greenwalt said. These containers will prevent degraThe studies will also provide information used dation of die milk.
in determining which breast cancers are more likely
The milk cannot he stored more than 12 hours,
to reoccur and the biological behavior of the disease. which is why he is searching for donors affiliated
he said.
with the SJSU campus, he emphasized.
"Obviously a supply of human milk is very imHe said he just received permission this semesportant to our research program." Greenwalt said.
(er from the Human Resource Department to use
He estimates he will need at least 1.000 human milk for the research.
"woman days" of milk.
Funding for the research will he provided by
One "woman day" of milk is the actual amount grants from the National Institute of Health and the
produced in one full day of lactation by a woman. National Science Foundation, he said.
Greenwalt said.
Greenwalt said he did research for the Peralla
’On a good day, one woman can produce about Cancer Research Institute in Oakland for two years
two ounces of milk (per lactating period) from which before corning to SJSU two months ago.
we can collect about one to two grams of cream,’ he
Students, faculty and staff interested in being a
said.
part of the breast cancer research project can reachTwo grains of cream provide one milligram of Greenwalt at 1408)277-2420.

Christmas break comes earlier to SJSU

Royce Hall’s Westley Myles managed to carry this one for a gain,
hut his team lost this flag football game to Hoover 111111. I 84 3.

By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
The Christmas holiday s 11 ill start
a few days earlier than originally
scheduled for SJSU faculty and staff.
The makeup day for final exams
has been moved from Dec. 22. a Monday, to the morning of Dec. 20. a Saturday, allowing the campus to he
closed an additional two clays.
The change will result in a savings in utilities and also allow an extra
day off during the holiday week for
faculty and staff. said Richard Staley.,
director of News and Publication Services.
Most university employees normally plan vacation days during the
Christmas week, he said.
The campus was already sched-

29
uled to he closed I >cc 2
Admission
Three holidays
Day. Columbus Day and Veterans Day
- were rescheduled for university employees to allow for the holiday week.
Staley said.
Non -faculty employees will use a
vacation day, or personal holiday or
iflake other arrangements with SJSU’s
personnel office for Dec. 22, he said.
Under university policy, students
who have finals in courses amounting
to nine or more units in one day can request an exam to he rescheduled.
Other emergency reasons can he
cause for taking a makeup exam, the
policy states.
According to a memo announcing
the change signed hi President Gail
Fullerton, faculty scheduling exams

NASA to launch satellite at Vandenberg today
VANDENBERG AIR FORCE Forney, resident manager tor the NaBASE I AP) --- A scientific satellite tional Aeronautics and Space Adminthat spent 15 years as a museum dis- istration.
play is ready for launch today, a
"We just completed the simuNASA official said Tuesday after suc- lated count, and everything’s fine." he
cessfully rehearsing the launch count- said.
down.
The $13 million spacecraft.
The is ice -delayed launch of the
which was recycled for flight after
Polar Beacon Experiments and Auroral Research satellite, known as Polar spending 15 years on display at the
BEAR. is scheduled for a 12 minute Smithsonian Institution’s Air and
+aid Don Space Museum in Washington. will he
period at -1 22 p m

.1299 Special

carried into a 425 -mile -high polar orbit
by a 75 -foot -tall Scout rocket. America’s smallest launch vehicle.
The 275 -pound Polar BEAR contains three experiments aimed at improving communications between
ground stations and weather and surveillance satellites that orbit Earth’s
poles.
It first was scheduled for launch
Oct. ff. hut 11041 was postponed by
problems vtili Me des It’e that cranks

the satellite -rocket combination into
upright position.

lot Dec 2i) will need to make arrangements with the University Police Depanment for security.
Staley said the final exam
makeup day was little -used last year,
with about six exams scheduled.
Faculty also have the option of

scheduling makeups at other times
during finals week Dec. IS to 19, he
said.
A makeup day needs to stay on
the university calendar. to maintain
enough faculty duty days, Staley said.

CELEBRATE
BUDWEISER MONTH
WITH US

DOOR PRIZES
$1.50 FOR A
BOTTLE OF BUD

Plans to launch the satellite Oct
10 were scrubbed by faulty 12 \
copes, which were in the guidance
tem oh the rocket. not the satellite. as
Air Force oft icials originally reported.
Forney salt)
Two 01 the three gyroscopes were
replaced belOre Tuesday’s dress re
hearsal. he added
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Campus

tant in Facilities Development and Operations, met with Facilities Director
Mo Qayoumi and Personnel Director
John Mog.
O’Connell said the managers refused to address the problem in what
she felt was an appropriate manner

Members of the Spartan City
Families Association said they plan to
take four documents sent to them by
Housing Director Willie Brown to the
Associated Students hoard of directors
meeting, held yesterday, where they
will try to discredit the documents.

Although enrollment for the
1986-87 school year for the California
State University system was higher
than projected, it was not high enough
for additional funding, said CSU officials.

A facilities staff member filed
formal charges of sexual harassment
after a meeting with department managers failed to solve the problem.
Martha O’Connell, clerical assis-

About 9A00 more students are
enrolled in CSU schools this academic
year.
To receive more money from the
state, however, enrollment of full-time
students must increase over the 2 -percent threshold, said Dale Hanner, CSU
vice chancellor.
Bicycle thefts continue to plague
the campus, despite the arrests of tst,
suspects.
Three bicycles
taken last week.

were

,

reported
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Finals blues

Move puts archery off target
By David Rickard
Daily stall writer
Relocation 01 the practice field to
South Campus last month eliminated
more than an hour of practice from
each two-hour archery class.
Closure of the field at Eighth and
East San Carlos streets forced two archery classes and the archery club to
set bp shop in the practice field east of
Spartan Stadium.
Archery instructor Gloria Hutchins said the move has resulted in reduced practice time and competition
for space with other classes.
’’Al this point I don’t know what
to do," she said.
Hutchins teaches a concepts and
analysis class Mr human performance
majors on Tuesdays and a beginning
archery class on Thursdays.
Both sessions last two hours, hut
the time spent in getting 10 and from
South Campus and setting up equipment leaves only 45 minutes per session for practice, she said.
"We’ve got some real fine shooters and this cuts into their instruction
time." Hutchins said.
When classes were held on the
main campus, shooting time averaged
an hour and forty minutes per each
two-hour session, she said.
Construction ol the swimming
pool of the Student Union Recreation
and Events Center forced relocation in
early October. she said.
’’When (the field) was here it was
easy or students to roll out of the
dorms and onto the field." Hutchins
said.
The former archery field had permanent targets, hut now the students
have to drag live 50-pound targets to
and from the field each class session,
an awkward process that takes almost
30 minutes, she said.
The travel time takes an even
larger bite out of the two-hour total.
she said. A class scheduled to end at
12:20 p.m. has to break before noon to
allow time for students taking the shuttle bus to return to the main campus.
"If I keep them any longer they’ll
miss the bus." Hutchins said.
The relocation of the archery field
is just part of a larger space problem
throughout the campus, she said.
"The major problem, and it’s not
a vicious problem, is the lack ot held
space on campus." Hutchins said.
"The university community has gobbled up all the space (on campus), and
the South Campus has been terrihly
impacted."
The competition for space has
forced the archery classes to move
steadily farther south since ihc
move, she said. The held is also used
for softball, golf and soccer.
"We should be alright in the
spring." Hutchins said. "It’s the soccer goals giving us a problem right
She said she understands the dif-

Stress seminar helps students handle deadlines

By E.C. Walters
Daily staff writer
It’s that time again
The end of the semester is approaching. And with it
comes deadlines for papers, projects, applications and
exams. It is, in short, a time ol stress.
With this in mind, students may want to take advantage of the last Stress Management Seminar which will he
offered this semester by SJSU Counseling Services.
The seminar will he held Tuesday from 1:30 to 3:30
p.m. in the Administration Building, Room 222 A.
SJSU psychologist Kent McLaughlin. who will present
the program, said its purpose is to give participants both insight on the causes of stress and techniques for dealing with
it.
Any demand for change is stressful, McLaughlin said.
The typical media concept is a negative one of emotional,
intellectual or physical discomfort, he said. But the causes
of stress can also he positive, he said. A new relationship
can he stressful, as can getting an A grade, graduating or
moving into a new home.
"If you’re not under stress, you’re not alive. You’ve
got to adapt to change," McLaughlin said.
the environThere are three components of stress
ment, our thoughts and our health. How we interpret what is
happening to us, the amount of rest and exercise and the
food we eat affect our stress level. McLaughlin said.
Some stress -related illnesses are irritability, restlessness, apprehension, constant anxiety, headaches, ulcers,
hypertension, sleep problems and appetite changes, McLaughlin said.
A boring env inunnent. or one with little change, can
he just as stressful as one that is constantly changing, he
said. He said the brain needs stimulation, hut individuals
differ widely in the amount ol stress they can handle It is

New ’Night Stalker’ judge requested

April Swift

Daily staff photographer

Prof. Gloria Hutchins’ beginning archery’ class takes aim on its
flnal day of practice at the field north of the Dining Commons.
ficulty faced by admimsirators in assigning space.
"I appreciate their problem,"
Hutchins said. "There just isn’t
enough room to go around.’
The possibility of developing a
master plan for the South Campus is
currently being looked into, said Barbara Plum. SJSU design and construction manager.
"We have to figure out how
much room each sport takes." Plum
said. "The field is used for soccer,
softball, field hockey and hand practice. as well as archery."
Approximately 40 students are
enrolled in the two classes, while the
archery club has about 15 members.
she said.
The archery club features a recre,
ational class for anyone with their own

equipment and an advanced class designed for shooters interested in intercollegiate competition. said Natalie
Wells. club president. Wells said she
is the only (minimills e archer.
She said the move to South Campus presents a problem or members
who have to lug their equipment from
the main campus, often on a bus.
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imponant lOr us to know our stress zones and not to go outside our own parameters, he said.
those we can
There are two types of "stressors"
control and those we can’t, he said. If we are having trouble
with a friend. a boss or a teacher, for example, we should
talk with them and try to reach some understanding, he said.
For situations beyond our control, we can learn to control our own reactions. McLaughlin said. Often this is simply a matter of changing our perceptions, he said. For example, looking at a task as a challenge rather than as work can
give a feeling of involvement and of being in control. This
feeling is very important, he said.
Besides this "cognitive restructuring," McLaughlin
said, there are breathing exercises and biofeedback techniques for situations in which the "stressor" can’t be controlled.
In regard to health habits. McLaughlin said, what is
important is not how much we sleep, hut when. The body
has a cycle, he said. When people disturb the timing of their
sleep, they get in trouble. Going to bed at different hours
upsets the body’s chemical balance, he said.
caffeine and
Try to keep stimulants and depressants
alcohol to a minimum and increase rest, exercise and nutrition. he said.
As little as 10 minutes a day, three times a week of
such simple exercises as brisk walking, swimming, slow
jogging (Sr jumping rope will improve circulation, decrease
cholesterol and slow the heartbeat one heat per week. McLaughlin said.
It is also important to have a support system, he said.
It’s vital to have someone to talk to and someone to relax
with, he said. Humor IS ilk a tremendous source of relief.
McLaughlin said.
To enroll in the seminar, call Counseling Services at
277- 2966.
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Dear Student,
There’s something you van
do or a short time each
day that will improse
s aspmi of our lifeyour
crudes, %OM 11.11111C career, your
iciaiumshins, es el thingell at
the stow low. What’s mote. r ’
cass to do. tiser 1010,000 sot
dents !hoe experienced the belie
tits And on can too.
1 ii,i’ll kat n about it ..0011 at
.1 rt’ll.li lire lecture on thc
I !anssenslental Meditation technique, and regardless of what
sinese already, heard about TM,
Mk entertaining talk will surprise
and enlighten you. More than
that, it may well change your life.
!st name is ISes in Blair. I’m
riesidem ol the student gownmem at Maharishi International
I msersits, where students, far
cult s. and staff all practice the TM
technique. I want to tell you three
Things about the upcoming lecture:
At the lecture, you’ll learn
how the simple, natural TM
whnique, which is practiced
tor 15 -20 minutes twice a day,
brings profound benefits to mind
and body, and how these benefits
.1111,411:111,:a4 improve one’s social
tidt.i1,11, . school and job pertiir ,11.411,c, and much more.

1

" Utyperknring the unified
12.1 fiehl through the TV
technique really gives Inc more
motion ell nature. Ali soon as 1
(legan

ru,

LOS ANGELES (AP) Frustrated by delays in the "Night
Stalker" case, a prosecutor filed a peremptory challenge yesterday to remove the present judge and have the
murder trial of Richard Ramirez reassigned.
Superior Court Judge Dion Morrow said the prosecution need give no
reason for such a challenge. hut he delayed giving up the case until Monday
pending arguments by defense attorneys Daniel and Arturo Hernandez,
who contend Deputy District Attorney
P. Philip Halpin’s challenge came too
late in the proceedings.
"It’s obvious Mr. Halpin is doing
nothing hut judge -shopping. He
should have filed this motion long before this date." Arturo Hernandez said
outside court.
.Ramirei is charged with 14 mur-

Ifyou really want
to know how to
improve your grades,
your career, and
your life, there’s an
upcoming lecture
you shouldn’t miss.

Mini Rooth?),
Ph.1). candidate
f duration
Ilarvard C niversity

Scientific Research
You’ll also learn about the
%am amount of scientific
research that’s been done on
I NI (more than 350 studies
worldwide oser the past 15 years).

2

vant to your personal and academic development in a student.

Here, for example, is a partial list
of the research results in the field
of education:
increased intelligence
improsed comprehension.
concentration, and tuemors
increased learning abilits
increased speed in wising
problems
increased creai is its
a broader comprehension and
ability to focus attention
improsed academic
performance
reduced stress and amid s
decreased use ol drugs,
alcohol, and cigarettes
IR increased happiness
improsed relationships between students and teachers
improved mind-body
coordi t011
iniprosed athletic performance
Now, I’m sure you’d like to
haw %min: of those qualities growing in your hic. Well you can.
And the beautiful thing is that
these qualities gross naturally
sum* as a result of practicing the
I 1 technique.
W orld Peace
31.inally, if you are concerned not just with your
own future, but also the
i .it ire of our nation and the
world, there’s even more reason
to attend the lecture.
This is because the TM technique doesn’t just help the indisidual. The coherence generated
when people practice TM extends
to society as a whole. Research has
shown that when as little as the
sbuare root of one percent of a

population practices the I M pingram and its adsanced aspects, the
entire population becomes more
(Niter’s, peaceful. and progressise.
the brat antidote
Ts4it
ill wets I know of.
When individuals are tree of
sires,. Met- behave non’ liar.
monimoly. I’m convinced that it
people practiced 1M. work,
peace hauld be a reality."
Aurleigh

If. king

Ihrector. Institute for World
I radership
I,,,,,, DirlefOl. fienrral.

A story in yesterday’s Spartan Daily incorrectly stated that
engineering courses 132 and 150
were canceled because of construction on the Engineering
Building.

You’ll hear, for example, about
the unified field of all the laws of
nature as described by modern
physics and by ancient Vedic
science. And about how the TM
technique lets you experience the
unified field within your own consciousness. And about how that experience. gained regularly,
brings you the support of all the
laws of nature.

’

practice TM,
When you
you can experience the

full range of educationnot
just gaining classroom know.
ledge. hut developing the
knower. and that’s yourself!"
--harem Malden
Phil. candidate
Veuroscience
Maharishi International

The main thing, 110,C, Cr,
that TM works. I know from my
own experience. I’ve been practicing the technique for 6 years, and
its made me more relaxed, yet
more dynamic and productive. As
a result. I’m enjoying greater successboth in and out of the
classroom!
Of course, whether you start the
TM technique or not is up to you.
But doesn’t it make sense to at
least attend the lecture? If even ten
percent of what I’ve said about
TM proves to be true, think what

Caribbean Community and

II could mean .for your achieve-

Common .14arhet

ment and happiness for the rest of
VOlir life.

This "Super Radiance Effect"
has been demonstrated in communities, citiesesen entire nations.
this brings great hope for the
’Inure. because it means that the
age-old problems of world peace
mat at Iasi hate a solution.
It Works!
you’re wondering how one
IIsimple technique can bring
so many benefits to mind,
body, bchat ior, and even the world
as a whole, I urge you to attend the
tree lecture. The explanation you’ll
hear is at once simple, scientific,
and profound.
"Tiks the My* most
Wibeportant per of
baby a peal performer. N
gires you the Wily to excel In
an Environment ofam to
make rapid *dolma hossai on
rapid changes, am at do so
functioning rny will."
chrictopher Herm Proligiog

Free Lecture
date and time
The
of the lecture is
given below. I
hope you’ll be there, and
don’t hesitate to bring
your friends; you’ll be
doing a great thing for
them as well!
Wishing you success
in all that you do,

Kevin Blair
President, Student
Government
Maharishi International
University

Hilary and gssodsla
San Francisco, C4

Transcendental M editation
Free
Lecture

Correction

l’niversity

And sou’ll learn that a lot ol the
research findings are threctiv rele-

everything became

easier and in, gradc-P"i",
average went up a whole point.’"

the case.
"The motion is the only procedural tactic the district attorney has.
From this moment on, our hands are
tied as far as expediting this case."
Halpin said outside court.
He said this was the first time in
his 25 years as a prosecutor that he had
filed such a challenge.

ders and 31 other felonies in the string
of night break-ins and attacks on people in their homes that terrorized
Southern California in the summer of
1910. Trial has been delayed until
Dec. 2.
Halpin said he took the action
against Morrow reluctantly hut saw no
other recourse after the judge also
postponed the remainder of a changeof-venue hearing until next Monday.
He said every delay puts the prosecution at a disadvantage.
"The people have played their
trump card." Morrow said. "The law
gives each side one peremptory challenge of a judge. They need not give
any reason for it."
He ordered the Hernandezes. who
are not related, to tile briefs before
Monday outlining the legal reasons
they belies e he should not relinquish

Wed.. Nov. 12, 1:30 pmPacheco Room
Thurs.. Nov. 13. 8:00 pmMontalvo Room
Tues.. Nov. 18. 7:00 pmMontalvo Room
Wed., Nov. 19, 3:00 pmGuadeloupe Room

.er,
trans.:nth:mat Meditation I,
mark ol the
ouncil United Stales, a nonproin
educational orpaniminin

World Plan I ,Nutil:

or More Info Call:
Bruce Smith: 247-9963
John Black: (415) 853-9696
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Pandora’s Box
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UNCLE!

4
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O’Day
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ASK ABOUT
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N4v41,/ SPECIAL!

Wilted talent
II a 1110,, IC Camera %ere focused on a flower, a
crowd would soon gather to see what was going on. hut
they wouldn’t stay long. People think the flower must he
ol some importance because it’s the focus of attention.
This could he the explanation for the popularity ol
no-talent people The public watches these flowers in anticipation to see if they will grow.
This Is where Vanna White tits in.
Vanna is a petunia. She has a toothpaste smile and a
hair -do that delies gravity
But she doesn’t do anything. She is simply known
as the buxom, evening gown -laden helper on Wheel ol
fortune. a TV game show. Yet. Vanna’s face has been
wen on most of the major magazines in the country.
Many moons ago. it took years for an actor or actress to gain experience and a reputation. Now all it takes
is a dash of media attention and whamino, you are it.
Zsa Zsa Gabor can’t act her way out of a paper hag.
)et she is well known. The cooing Hungarian has been
how many zillion times is it now’? Her diiiarried .
) orces are famed. We’ve seen at least 14 pictures of her
in and out other white dress. What a way to he known!
Don Johnson is famous because he looks good on
television, and he wears casual clothes with no socks,
People watch him, not because he rivals Lawrence
Olivier as an actor, but because he, like Vanna, is a petunia -- he’s a good -looker with no-talent.
And now unbelievably enough, he’s tried broadening his horizons to become a singer. He has no qualifications, only the look and the following. Many will buy his
new LP for the picture on the cover, not for its content.
Not only do TV personalities like Vanna, Zsa Zsa
and Don make a quick claim to fame, hut sports figures
are up for finding quick stardom too.
William Perry. "the Refrigerator." who plays for
the Chicago Bears, has made a name for himself because
he’s fat (more than 3(() pounds). He may he an OK football player, hut he’s known mostly for his hulk. The
number on his jersey doesn’t have to he in focus while
he’s playing, his blubber is what he ks identified with.
The requirements or looking good and being noticed in pictures and on TV have also reached politics.
Geraldine Ferraro wasn’t on the Democratic presidential ticket last election because she was considered
highly qualified.
She is a woman. Walter Mondale is an unattractive.
saggy -eyed candidate. A woman looked good on the
1,, ket Votes were needed and an attractive face was a
,, Kay.. The TV cameras focused in and Ferraro became
suddenly known.
However. as in Ferram’s case, sudden fame can
lead to a sudden dive into purgatory on earth.
For example. singer Donny Osmond was once
known, and then quickly forgotten for his purple socks,
toothy grin and boyish charm. He recently sent a telegram to another has-been. former heroin -addict, Boy
George, whose only talent is looking like a woman.
Osmond was pleased that the Boy had been open
about his drug addiction. (The Boy had actually been
busted by the cops.)
The telegram read something like this:
If you take the lettert ’i and ’n’ from heroin, you
end up with hero and that’A what I feel volt are.
Boy George is a hero because he survived media
lame and then media depiction of his downfall.
’The Boy showed us all that a no-talent can be noticed. And he showed us how temporary media fame
really is.
A camera has amazing powers. A party can turn into
"smile!"
a wild time when a little black, picture.
takingbox is pulled out. And a star can he made with the
same simple device.
Shelly O’Day is the Entertainer editor. Pandora’s Box appears every Thursday in the Entertainer.
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Stars autographs surpass
collecting stamps, coins
Front
UMPQUA. Ore. (Al’)
George Washington to Ronald Reagan.
from Errol Flynn to Sean Penn. from Marilyn Monroe to Madonna, 1mm Brooke
Shields to George Burns. from Neil Armstrong to Christa McAuliffe ...
You want an autograph? Ray Anthony’s got it. And if by some remote chance
a certain signature isn’t in his 12.101piece inventory, he can get it for you, provided you’re willing to pay.
Anthony deals in autographs and
business is brisk. Collecting autographs is
one in the hottest hobbies in America. he
said. In a tame -conscious country, a celebrity’s scrawl has become literally more
valuable than gold.
"Autographs give a person a feeling
of close contact with someone they admire." Anthony said. "In the last four to
six years, coins and stamps have dropped
tremendously in value as collectors’ items.
But autographs have retained their value."
For that reason, and because he en toys the sleuthing that’s part of the trade,
Anthony gradually eased out of coin selling and into autographs. He was a coin
dealer at Big Bear Lake, Calif.. 10 years
ago when a customer sold him a signed
photograph of Gary Cooper for $5. A few
years later he sold it for $20. The buyer
told Anthony he’d he able to sell the Cooper lin $200. Anthony started autograph
scouting in earnest.
Anthony and his wife. Linda, who
now runs the coin business, moved to the
Umpqua area northwest of Roseburg about
two years ago. In his office garage. Anthony takes calls from autograph dealers
and collectors all over the world. Most
weekends, he takes to the road, selling his
signatures at hobby and autograph shows
rum Seattle to Florida and everywhere in
between.
Autographed photos, in black and
white and color, constitute most of his inentory. . He uses a computer to keep track
of his stock.
As the stars was and wane. the values
,)1 their signatures fluctuate.
Consider. for example, the fate ()I’ the
late Rock Hudson’s autograph. Before his

death from AIDS earlier this year, a signed
Hudson photo could he had for $15. Anthony said. The day after his death, the
same photo zoomed up to $95. Now that
interest in Hudson is abating, it sells for
$50.
Often the value of an autograph appreciates after a celebrity’s death. Anthony shows a piece of paper signed by the
four Beatles that is priced at $695.
"All four signatures of the Beatles
are very hard to come across. And it’s
worth even more since the death of John
Lennon."
Marilyn Monroe signatures are also
hard to come by.
"The only Marilyn I’ve owned in the
last live years went for $1,0(10 in Jul)."
he said.
Value, of course, depends on supply
and demand. The fewer autographs a celebrity signs, the greater their value.
Anthony prizes a set of signed photos
of Christa McAuliffe and other members
of the ill-fated Challenger crew.
Fle asks $1 ,251) for an autographed
color photo of the high school teacher )411,,
was to he the first private citizen in space.
It was taken when she toured an aircraft
plant in Southern California. Shortly after
the Challenger explosion, a contact in the
aerospace industry offered Anthony the
photos.
He’s made some rare finds. A letter
from George Washington dated Dec. 16.
1780. sells for 55,800.
Another prized possession is a religious artifact. The four pieces of Mormon
currency, signed by church leader Brigham Young, were issued in 11149 before
Utah became a state. Anthony prices the
four embossed white paper hills, which are
framed and sold together. at $5,900. There
are fewer than 30 of the bills in existence.
Anthony stores his rare items in a
hank safe-deposit box.
A major part of his work is making
sure the autographs are genuine.
"I spend 90 percent of my time authenticating signatures," he said.
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White dopes on punk
wish for death in film

Sex Pistol Sid Vicious, played hy Gary Oldman, and lover Nancy Spungen. played
by Chloe Webb, find love and drugs among the London punk scene of the ’70s

By Scott (; Mona/ton
Ocassionally a movie comes along
which portrays human existence as so shallow
and unimportant that it makes the skin crawl.
Stanley Kubrick.% "A Clockwork
Orange" was one. Alex OW% "Sid and
Nancy" is another.
Best known for his low budget societal
exploration "Repo Man," Cox portrays with
stunning realism the lives of two lost souls
swept along in the genesis of the punk
movement.
The story of punk deity Sid Vicious and
his groupie -turned -lover Nancy Spungen as
told by Cox is a black Romeo and Juliet on
one hand and a harrowing account of life
ruled by drugs on another.
Although Vicious died more than eight
years ago, questions remain about the boner
Sex Pistols hassists life and untimely end.
Cox offers no answers hut takes what appears
to he given aspects of Vicious’ personality
drug dependency and sell-destructiveness
and goes from there.
Vicious is depicted as painfully simple.
Simpler still is the American Spungen, who
appears in England searching for any punk 01
note who will have her. Their coming together is simpler still, because behind their
hard exteriors, each finds something intriguing in the other.
For Spungen. this means someone to fulfill her repressed emotional and conspicuous
physical needs Eventually, the needs expand
to include someone to share her world of
chemical slavery. Vicious just needs someone, anyone, to stand by him. His only other
relationship, with bandmate Johnny Rotten, is
strangely anomalous.
Vicious takes to Spungen’s habits like a
child trying to resist candy. His punk mind set
stipulates denial, hut the rejection vanishes
quickly. Of sex (’’boring ugly hippy shit"),
Spungen says kiss her feet; he shreds her
stockings to do so.
Drugs enter Viscious’ life in a similar
manner. Though he watches Spungen heat on
a wall after being ripped off by a junkie. Vicious tells her to get him some heroin. too.
When she gets this new kind of candy for the
baby, the two start a decline that vs ill ultimately lead them to their death.

WI) ulunicin s
icious is dumb and
tough as the situation calls or, able to show
Feelings for Spungen within his limited realm
of expression. Chloe Wehh’s Spungen is appropriately whiney and bitchy, with a layer of
helplessness underneath. Though neither portrayal is flattering, they do seem accurate.
Whether the characters’ relationship is truly.
caring or merely an outlet for lust and drugs is
debatable
While ’icious tours the States vs ith
Spungen left behind in England, he gouges
her name intg his chest with a raior blade
while a bevy of accessible groupies watch. He
tells her he loves her, something characteristically un-punk.
Yet whenever drug money runs short and
sex becomes routine. v intent clashes erupt
which are aggravated by withdrawal symptoms.
When the Sc’, Pistols disband. Vicious is
stranded: in no wus is he talented enough to
make it on his ow n In a amusingly desparate
scene. he stumbles Ins way through a punk
tribute to the classic "My Way." The words.
at least, are ominous, as his deteriorating
mind soon cannot even recall lyrics
Within the increasing outbursts between
Vicious and Spungen comes the insinuation
that, as Cox .speculates, the Shakesperian
theme was the one that spelled the end for
couple.
Spungen repeatedly complains that she
hates life, telling Vicious "at least you used
to he something. I’ve never been anything."
The culmination is a downplayed agreement to go down in a "blate of glory ." Viscious hesitantly agrees that he will kill
Spungen if she ever requests it.
His agreement is instrumental to the end ingot the movie and also her life. It looks like
an accident, hut is was it? Cox deftly sidesteps the answer, awiding the role of detective.
Ii is lilting that the couple’s drug supplier calls the police when he finds Vicious at
the scene of the crime But by then. Vicious is
too far gone to care. "Who called 91 I ?" the
police ask him. His burnt brain has not a clue.
"Sid and Nancy- is an ugly but gripping
tale of the power drugs hold. Nothing makes
nothing. Cox seems to say, and drugs speed
up the process.

Filmbusters
HOLLYWOOD (API -Boxoffice hungry "Crocodile’ Dundec. becoming one of the year’s
top money earners, held on to first
place with a weekend ticket gross
of $6.4 million, bringing its total
earnings to more than $62 million.
The seven -week earnings of
the film starring Australian tourism and beer pitchman Paul
Hogan puts it among hit movies
with much longer box office stays,
including "Ferris Bueller’s Day
Off." with $69.5 million in 22
weeks and "Ruthless People,"
with $70.9 million for about the
same period.
Box office overall was reported at $57 million last week. $5
million more than the comparable
week for 1985.
"The Color of Money." the

poolroom -hustler drama starring
Paul Newman and Tom Cruise.
earned $4.4 million to stay in the
No. 2 spot.
"Soul Man," a comedy
about a white student who disguises himself as a black to get
into Harvard Law School, remained in third place with grosses
of $3.5 million.
Fourth, with $3.3 million.
was "Peggy Sue Got Married."
starring Kathleen Turner as a
grown-up who gets an opportunity
to re -live her high school days.
A new film, "Tai -Pan." starring Bryan Brown and based on
James Clavell’s novel about the
early China traders, opened in fifth
place with receipts of $1.9 million
from 860 theaters.
And for the first time since its

debut more than six months ago.
Paramount’s "Top Gun" was off
the Top 10 list, coming in at No.
II with $1.2 million.
Here are the top box-office
films for the weekend, with distributor, weekend gross, number
of screens, weekend per-screen average. total gross, number of
weeks in release and estimated
production costs. Distributors supply the gross amount figures. Figures not available are indicated by
n -a.
I. "Crocodile’ Dundee,"
Paramount. $6.4 million, 1.485
screens. $4.305 per screen. $62.2
million, seven weeks. $11.5 million.

2. "The Color of Money.’
Touchstone, $4.4 million, 1.205
screens. $3.652 per screen. $27
million, four weeks. $13 million.
3. "Soul Man." New World.
$3.5 million. 1.267 screens, $2.743 per screen. $13.7 million,
three weeks, n -a.
4. "Peggy Sue Got Married," Tri-Star, $3.3 million, 1,106 screens. $2,971 per screen.
$25.8 million, five weeks. $15
million.
5. "Tai -Pan," DeLaurentis.
$1.9 million. 860 screens. $2,167
per screen. $1.9 million, one
week, n -a.
6. "Jumpin Jack Flash."
20th Century Fox. $1.85 million.
947 screens, $1,956 per screen.
$21 million, five weeks. $18 million.

7.
"Something
Wild,"
Orion. SI .8 million, 914 screens.
$1.998 per screen, $1.8 million,
one week. n-a.
8. "52 Pick -Up." Cannon.
SI .6 million. 730 screens, $2,266
per screen. $1.6 million, one
week, n -a.
9. "Children of a Lesser
God." $1.5 million, 544 screens,
$2,906 per screen. $13.9 million,
six weeks. $9 million.
10. "Stand By Me." Columbia. $1.4 million, 785 screens.
$1,796 per screen. $40.4 million,
12 weeks, $8 million.
Eilmhusters, which is compiled
from Spartan Daily wire service,
is new to the Entertainer and
will run sporadically throughout
the semester.
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Group performs gems
Pacific Mozart Ensemble’s Berkeley show shimmers
with unpublished treasure by LA composer Glass
film "Kdyaanistiaisi." much of into "Vessels seemed just a hit oil
By Frank Michael Russell
tempo. the choir struggled to mainVariety was the word as the which was shot in the Bay Area.
Composer Glass. who will he tain its balance -- interesting when
Pacific Mozart Ensemble performed
performing with his ensemble at it’s noted that "Koyaanisqatsi figin Berkeley Sunday.
The ensemble, one of the Bay Davies Symphony Hall in San Fran- uratively translated from the Hopi
Area’s hidden musical treasures, cisco Nov. 24 and 25, may very Indian language means "life out of
played religious works by IS. Bach well be to our time what Mozart and balance .
Bach’s Motet No. 3 started the
and Wolfgang Amadeus Mozan, as Bach were to theirs.
performance.
well as the West Coast premiere of
The
piece alternated between a
"Vessels" by Los Angeles comfeeling of slow grace and powerful
poser Philip Glass.
reverence. Its subtle simplicity hal
As one would expect Mini a
awed the Glass and Mozart works.
Mozart ensemble, the Austrian
composer’s "Coronation Mass’’
The ensemble has three more
was the high point of the perforperformances planned during its
mance.
1985-86 season, with concerts in
Mozart was 22. younger than
February. late March and early
the average SJSU student, when he
The eight -minute piece, which April and late May and early June.
composed the mass in 1779 for the was mostly choral, was a perfect
The small size ol the orchestra
choice to round out the concert.
Archbishop of Salzburg.
and the intimate settings in which it
The choir handled Glass’s plays
It’s a strong and powerful
Sunday’s concert was at
piece, and the ensemble, under the characienstic minimalism well: St. John’s Presbyterian Church,
direction of Richard Grant. handled there’s always a danger that the re- 2727 College Ave. in Berkeley
petitiveness of the composer’s work are an appealing change of pace
it with grace and finesse.
The group was not quite as will sound boring rather than hyp- Irom the cacophony of the moilem
successful, though, with the piece notic, as it is meant to he.
music scene, which is usally perThe synthesizer accompani- Firmed in large places to an anonyby Glass. which he composed as
ment stanine about five minutes mous crowd
part ol his soundtrack Iron) the ()x

The choir handled
Glass’s characteristic
minimalism well.

Musical oldies lure following for duo
By Gene Johnson Jr.
Remember the good old days
when Broadway musicals were
the toast ol the town, before
prime tune television? For those
who don’t, Jackie and Roy do.
After a 20-month absence
from The Garden City jazz club,
the duo Jackie and Roy jazzed up
the music of Alan J. Learner to an
older audience
The duo., act was definetly
for the older generation and the
die-hard romantics. The club was
crowded.
Roy Kral displayed excellent
musicianship on the piano and
also provided experienced harmonies to Jackie Caine’s soothing
alto voice to learner’s Broadway
tunes from such shows as "Paint
Your Wagon... "My Fair Lady"
and "Camelot."
"On the First Step To Mem
ory Lane" began with an uptempo, ’I’m on my way’ feel.
with Roy doing a rhythmless ver
sion ot scatting.
What really mesmerized the
audience was the relaxing voice
of Jackie. She easily slipped up

and down musical scales to "You
Haven’t Changed At All." tier
voice pleasantly fit the many
moods of this haunting ballad.
I ler voice was reminiscent of
Judy Garland whose voice was
powertul hut could he subtle
when needed.
The harmony of the two per.
lOrmers jelled into one in their
rendition of "I remember it well"
Imm the musical
After 37 years, the duo
knows how to hit the light notes
without skipping a heat. although
voice
sometimes
Jackie s
drowned out Roy’s voice. Bassist
Seward McCain blended well
with Roy’s piano on their rendition of "On a Clear Day."
improvisation
jazz
The
showed excellent musicianship,
yet with sheet music staring them
in the lace, it was reminiscent id
canned jazz. Jazz is spontaneous,
emotional and like emotions
should he syncopated. Sheet
music takes away the spontaneity
and just -pmduced raw energy of
razz.
Roy has, of course, mastered

the art ot playing jazz, yet one
wonders whether he has mastered
the art of feeling jazz.
Throughout their act Jackie
and Roy showed excellent musicianship and Drummer Curt
Moore mixed in well with songs
such as ’’Ill Would Leave You"
from the musical "fanielot.’
The rhythm of Moore’s
drums matched the emotions ol
the singer’s voice. Yet for all the
professionalism displayed by the
musicians they played no original
pieces.
They play the classics well.
yet the audience would better appreciate Jackie and Roy if they
would have presented some origi
nal pieces if there are, in fact, any
composed.
It was great listening to Mc
Cain’s "’mulish" bass solo in "I
Could Have Danced All Night."
It was quite obvious that
Jackie and Roy have gathered a
following over the years, hut for
the risk of growing stagnant a less
pieces could have
original
brought more Audience AppreciA
lion

Bing’s Cadillac limousine difficult to sell
SAN JOSE t API
John Len
non’s 1965 Rolls Royce Phantom V
sold for more than $184.000. The
Austin Martin used by James Bond
in "Goldfinger" was auctioned oft
for $275.000.
But a San Jose man who is selling Bing Crosby’s 1961 Cadillac
limousine for just $5,000 admits
that he’s received less than a handful of calls from potential buyers.
"It’s not really in had shape,"
said Frank Pizzo. who has owned
the car for seven years. "It probably

gets as good gas mileage as most
big cars do today. For someone who
has money to put into it, it would he
a nice car to have."
Pizzo, a lonner San Mateo
County sheriff’s deputy, said he’s
selling the automobile because he’s
moving, and "it’s just too much to
keep up and insure."
"Der Bingle’s" ear originally
was gray with mohair seats. Now
it’s black with new seat covers.
In order to prove that the Cadillac limo really belonged to the

singer. Pizzo kept copies of old re:.
istration forms The most reccir
lists the car as being registered to
Mary Ann Crosby of Woodside.
"1 really thought 1 would get
some responses from limo companies," he said. "I kind of thought it
would be a good advertising gimmick for them."
Pizzo never met the crooner
himself. who died in 1977 while on
a golf course in Spain.
"But." he said. "I liked hint
and I liked his music."

Calendar
Events
Today is the last day Sci Expo
is scheduled to he held. The interactive, traveling science exhibition
is to be held at the San Jose Convention Center Exhibit Hall. Call
1-K00-222-3134 for more information.
The Threepenny Opera by
Bertolt Brecht, with music by Kurt
Weill and Adaptation by Marc
Blitzstein is scheduled to he held at
the Louis B. Mayer Theatre.
Franklin and Lafayette. streets in
Santa Clara, at K p.m. through
Sunday. Tickets are $7.50. general
and $5, seniors and students. Call
554-4015 for more information.
Kermiac: The Essence of Jack
is scheduled to he performed at the
Works/San Jose, Thursday, Friday
and Saturday nights at 8:30 p.m.,
through Nov. 22. Tickets are $8
general and 1,7 students. Call 9932503 for more information.
The musical ’Rocky Horror
Show," is scheduled to he performed Tuesdays through Fridays.
Fridays at 8 p.m., Saturdays at 7
and 10 p.m. and Sundays at 3 and
7 p.m.. through Nov. 23, at
Theatre on the Square, 450 Post
St. in San Francisco. Students with
a current student hotly card will receive a 50 percent discount on
tickets normally priced from $14
to $22. Call (4151 387-1727 for
more information.
New Age Renaissance Fair is
scheduled to be held at the San
Jose Convention Center Exhibit
Hall Saturday and Sunday. Call
292-6716 for more information.
’Live from London’ a video
with Simple Minds, Spandau Ballet, Simply Red and Big Country is
scheduled to he held at the Spartan
Pub at 6 p. in. Friday.
Machu Picchu is scheduled to
sponsor
a
Latin
American
Christmas Exhibit in the Dohrmann Building in San Jose, from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Friday. Call
280- 11464) for more information.
Kodak Rock’ n’ Roll Time Tunnel photo exhibit and movie is
scheduled to he shown at the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom starting at II
a.m. and continuing every hour
until 2 p.m., Monday.
Music
Blue Movie is scheduled to
play at the Spartan Pub tonight at
9 p.m. Call 277-9084 for more information.
.38 Special and Bad Company are scheduled to play at the
Henry J. Kaiser Convention Center at 8 p.m.,: tomorrow. Tickets
are $15 advance.
Mercy Seat featuring Gordon
Gano of Violent Femmes is scheduled to play at Berkeley Square,
nightclub and restaurant. 1333
University Ave. in Berkeley, at
9:45 p.m. f.Saturday . Tickets are
$6. Call (415) 849-3374 for more
infOrmation.
Tex Beneke and His Orchestra is scheduled to play at the Cocoanut Grove at the Boardwalk.
400 Beach St.. Santa Cruz, Saturday. Call 423-5590 for more information.
Mark Anderson, SJSU music
major, is scheduled to perform in
the Music Building at 2 p.m. Sunday. The concert is sponsored by
Mu Phi Epsilon, Intemael Professional Music Fraternity, for its
81st anniversary. Call 395-9374
for more information.
Sheila Jordan and Harvic
Swartz are scheduled to play at
The Garden City, 360 South Saratoga Ave.. at 8:30 p.rn:L Sunday
Call 244-3333 for more information.
Everything But the Girl is
scheduled to play at the Was-field
Theatre at 8 p.m. Tuesday. Tickets
are $15 reserved.
Shock Waves is scheduled to
play at the Spartan Pub at 8 p.m
Tuesday. Call 277-9084 for more
information.
Soul Senders is scheduled to
play at the Spartan Pub at K p.m
Wednesday. Call 277-9084 for
more information.
Phil Alvin, from The Blasters, is scheduled to play in the ampitheatre at noon Wednesday.

"THIRSTY THURSDAYS"
ARE HERE!
DON’T MISS THE ACTION!
2 for 1 Drink Specials
Well-Draft-Wine

75 Kamikazes

50 UNIVERSITY AVE
OLD TOWN
LOS GATOS
354-HOPP
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Pub’s musical menu serves Browns

Abraham Haile Daily

stall photographer

Local hand Dinner With the Browns tunes in at the Spartan
Puh with a meaty heat and saucy lyrics. The crowd ate ’em up.

Hy Paula Ray Christiansen
Late diners and dancers had
a chance to hop with their burgers last Thursday evening when
Dinner with the Browns showed
up on the Pub music menu.
post-new-wavish
This
group put on a strong performance for some 50-60 listeners
despite slight cases of laryngitis
among some of the hand members.
Dinner with the Browns
was a welcomed dessert alter a
cruel joke was pulled on Pub listeners when Cruel Hoax opened
the set.
Cruel Hoax would do well
to replace its lead singer
who
strains his vocals over the music
rather than through it --- with
their Buddy Holly type hack -up
singer whose rhythm sense and
overall harmony is more balanced and easier to listen to.
Dinner with the Browns offered an entree of danceable
modern pop music written by
group members Dave Sabo and
Mid Brown along with favorites
from the late ’60s and early ’70s.
"Walk don’t Run." an old
surfer tune by the Ventures, was
the opening number. followed
by Dinner with the Brown’s rendition of "One Million Miles."
originally by the Plimsouls.
All of the music was %ery
up -heat and rock -steady. causing
listeners to take active participation on the dance floor.
About half-way through the
set Sarah Brown took to the
stage with an old Nancy Sinatra
tune. "These Boots are made for
Walkin’
It was an excellent remake.

and Brown looked and sounded
late ’60% authentic
Dinner with the Browns
also served up a good mix of its
own songs. including "Ground
Zero" and "4 O’clock Commuter Blues." Both were harmless, fun tunes for the be -hoptype crowd.
The band has been perfuming together tor iwo-and-a-half
years and has been collaborating
and songwriting tor about fourand-a -half years. Brown said.
Kay Walden has been beating drums with the hand Mr
about two years, she said.
Dave Sabo plays the bass
and Elliott Koch plays electric
guitar for the group.
The group’s name?
"We made it up while sitting around the dinner table
where else?" said Brown.
Dinner with the Browns belongs to the San Jose Musician
Collective. First Strike.
First Strike is made up of
various Bay Area hands including Gray Matter. Never say
Never. and The King Pins.
The groups work together
scheduling performances and
finding gigs tor each other, preventing the usual "dog eat dog"
syndrome of the emenainment
world. Brown said.
"Filet of Sole" is Dinner
with the Browns’ latest album,
offering your musical palate the
most recent sampling of the
hand’s tunes.
And keep vour.c11 rimed
into the Pub - Dinnei n th
Browns will he hack

Entertainment Briefly
’Pink’ leader
seeing red
Roger
LONDON (API
Waters, leader of the rock group
Pink Floyd. said he has begun
legal proceedings to dissolve the
hand because it is a spent force
creatively.
Pink Floyd was one of the
most successful pop groups of the
1970s, and its record sales have
topped 60 million. Its major albums have been "Dark Side of the
Moon." released in 1973, and
"The Wall." released in 1979.

Vincent
avoids jail
MALIBU. Calif. (API -Actor Jan-Michael Vincent. star of
canceled TV series "Airwolf."
satisfied a court commissioner that
he is undergoing counseling for a
drinking problem and won a second temporary reprieve tram a
month -long jail sentence.
The actor had been put on

probation in December 19g3 after
he pleaded guilty to a drunken
driving charge and was sentenced
in May for violating its terms

Philadelphia
provides
ear pleaser
for pope
PHILADELPHIA (API
Philadelphia Orchestra music director Riccardo Muti will conduct
a special concert for Pope John
Paul II at the Vatican on Saturday
an orchestra spokeswoman said.

Newspapers, who called the station

Age moves
Blockhead
to film role
ATHENS. Greece (API
Blockheads lead singer Ian Dury.
44. who plays a wandering acrobat
in a film being shot in Greece. said
last week he turned to acting because "I needed something else
for my old age.

Politician
changes identity

Singer
isn’t Sly
with payment
to family

NEW ROCHELLE. N. Y
When Gov. Mario Cuomo
(API
called a radio show to talk about
the election, he identified himself
as (Bendy LaDuke, apparently
his voice was
fooling no one
immediately recognized by an editor of the Westchester Rockland

LOS ANGELES (API -Rock singer Sylvester "Sly"
Stewart, leader of Sly and the
Family Stone, was jailed for alleged violation of a court order requiring him to pay his former wife
$401 a month in child support, authorities said

Stewart, 42. who was arrested last week at a Holly w ood
hotel, pleaded guilty last De,c,,,
her to misdemeanor willful bailitce
to pay child support and w
placed on three years’ probation.

Harris
harries
hotel
CHICAGO tAPt
Actot
k ’chard Harris, to play the role at
King Arthur in "Camelot.’ is demanding special fare for his own
Round Table.
A multipage memo sent to
the kitchen staff of the Palmer
House and Towers, where the
actor is staying. specifies what
Harris will and won’t eat.
The hotel’s chef. John I un
ney said he’s prepared for Hari
room service orders, and also ha-,
instructed the chefs in all seven
hotel restaurants to make sure the,
have on hand the dishes Ham,
may eat.

Pop Tops
Best-selling records at
the week based on Cashbox
maga/inc.s nationwide sur
sey:
. " Amanda,’ Boston
2. "True Colors," ()Atli
Lauper
’Human.’
Human
League
4. "True Blue." Madonna
5. I Didn’t Mean to
Turn You On." Robert
Palmer
6. "Typical Male," Tina
Turner
7. "Take Me Home Tonight," Eddie Money
K. "You Give Love a
Had Name." Bon Joy i
9. "All Cried Out," Lisa
Lisa and Cult Jam with Full
Force
Ilk "The Next Time.’
Peter Cetera and Amy Grant
Best-selling
country
western records of the week:
You’re Still New to
Me." Marie Osmond with
Paul Davis
2. "No One Mends .i
Broken Heart Like You.
Barbara Mandrel!
3. "That Rock Won’t
Roll." Restless Heart
4. "At the Sound ill the
Tone.’ John Schneider
5. "It Ain’t Cool To Be
Crazy About You.** George
Strait
Over
"Starting
6.
Again." Steve Wanner
7. "She Used To Be
Somebody’s Baby." Larry .
Steve, Rudy: The Gatlin
Brothers
ti. "Hell and High
Water," T. Graham Brown
9. "Diggin’ Up Bones,"
lt,md, Travis
10. ’’Daddy’s Hands.’
Holly Dunn

( I. I) I II

GENERAL ET STUDEN/ SENIOR $5
CITY LIGHTS THEATER COMPANY
TICKETS 40/11,29S&118
am. rAss,,2
hoare Gown V%
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Auction
left to right, Darrel Martin, Chuck Huggins and %Nay ric Iluggins actisely entice the crowd

going . . .

and Id

Will .
LH,
ft,.
Jimmy Sw,ee.,
sinners’ uphile,1
"S0( X )1 I

going . .

GONE!
%cited bidder holds up two cards at mice to claim an item

"saved" asOh’
at the close
change.
Another S.
WIWI slips do,.
to claim the rew;
Huggins.
his hroiher
Panel Marlin. I
the show which
each Sunday In
Jose Flea Marke
After porch
from IlVerSCa.
massive quantio
such as jewelrh.
ances. they ar
pnces.
Shows are
tional audience5
tested on practik
bidding prices al
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Text and Photos by
Ron Cockenlle

vision audience, talking, I v irling and pointing, into buying. ’Utley provide hours of purchasing pleasure,

Ic ferNor of an evangelist.
uggins of "Telephone Auccents raised hid cards like
.ecog ni Les
ands.
replaces
argon used
I the V.,-

islied cusn the aisle
rd.
long with
tyne, and
reside over
s televised
n the San
I.:rounds.
sing direct
exporters,
of such ’heavenly’ items
oys, electronics and appliold at drastically reduced

Then on tape days Huggins presents an
item, describes it and opens the bidding with,
’Do I hear $5.!’’
Hands holding numbered hid cards, shoot up.
Martin twirls around like
John TravoIta after a bid is
accepted.
Models smile and
pose, displaying everything
from gold pendants to
Teddy Ruxtpins, which are
talking hears.
Then. Huggins stops
the bidding aind declared,
"Tell ya what I’m gonna
do! For every hand that
goes up. for every call that
comes in . . $9.95!"
"Soldnumbertwothiryeight. soldnumbenhreesixtyseven. sold .
At least b0,1X10 callers in the television
audience are caught up in the spirit, and the
fairgrounds hall holds about MX) bidders.
If you are at home on Sundays watching
evangilists on TV but need to get out, head on
down to the Television Auction where you
don’t necessarily need to bid nor sell your
soul to have fun.

Chuck Huggins slugs a quick sip of soda

BID

CARDS

ped once a month for naafter products have been
audiences and acceptable
L.stablished.

Happy buyers are busy examining their loot outside of the Television Auction
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Campus production offers bodacious fun
’Bridegroom’ delivers laughs o’plenty
despite occasional moments of cornball
Hy Sue Kiyabu
"The Robber Bridegroom." takes
the idea of puns and wry humor and
pushes it one step further to produce a play
with amusing results.
The cover of the program claims it to
he a hodaciously funny musical comedy.
If hodacious refers to a production
that provides a good time, with a good cast
of characters. then "The Robber Brideroom’ is a show to see.
The director. Theresa Larkin. has put
together a robust, mlicking musical, with
outrageousness as the key element in all
the fun. The fiddles in the beginning were
reminiscent of a trip to Bear Country at
Disneyland and the play continues in that
grandious, silly vain -like image.
There are times in the play where it’s
so corny, you have to groan. Such as the
time the wicked stepmother brings an
apple for her Cinderella -like steptiaugher
to eat.
The ingenious answer to some of
hese hokey, obvious attacks to the senses,
is pulled together with an infectious background cast, which boos and hisses at the
bad characters and celebrates the good
ones. It’s hokey. but funny.

she made up for in gesture. Issichopoulos
added appropriate outlandish touches to
her role as the wicked stepmother who
plans to take her husband’s beautiful
daughter away from him. Meanwhile the
stepmother lusts after her prospective sonin-law .
Other unusual characters included a
Big Harp, which happens to he a head in a
trunk. Clement Musgrove. the richest
planter in the country and Little Harp, who
is the most inadequate robber in the
county.
One of the highlights of the show is a
duet by I.ittic Harp and Goat (Peter Bedard). an ignorant character from Rodney.
Mississippi. The song. "Poor Tied Up
Darlin’." reflected the attitudes of men of
all stature at the time. It was executed very
well. Bob Jenkins. director of theater.
called the show the grandest production of
the season, and it was not an understatement.

Adapted from a novella by Eudora
Welty. "The Robber Bridegroom," celebrates the hillbilly fairy-tale of a dashing
hero Jamie Lockhart (Kurt Meeker) and
his damsel in distress Rosamund (Michelle
E. Robinson).

The doors were held by two of the
residents of Rodney. Mississippi, the town
in which the musical takes place, and the
actors stleaked like hinges as they moved
the doors open and shut.

Meeker’s voice carried well in the
crowded University Theatre Friday night.
although it was difficult to hear Robinson.
Her singing voice was muffled by the orchestra.
Robinson’s portrayal of Rosamund is
a thesis project for her Master’s of Fine
Arts degree.

Abraham Haile -- Dag,/ stall photographer

From left. Annamarie Matthews, Amanda Sutton Ryan and Peter Bedard in SIM, play

Penelope Issichopoulos. who portrays Salome, had such a heavy accent it
was difficult to understand some of the lyrics.
However, what she lacked in darns.

The costumes were colorful and fit
both the area of the country and the time of
the play, the music was apropos and the
moving scenery was a nice change of
pace.

The use of her techniques hind the
show together tightly. Attention to this
type of detail is a nice surprise in the play.
The director deftly moves the cast of characters across the stage. The good direction
makes for a fun night of theater.

"The Robber Bridegroom.’’ will continue
tonight. tomorrow. Saturday. next Thursday. Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. at the
University Theatre. Tickets are $7 general
,iilmission and $6 students and seniors

Ripe raisins raisin’ ruckus in TV series
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
CBS miniseries "Fresno" digs beneath the gilt/ and glamour of Central California’s raisin growers to
examine the sun -ripened passions
and sour grapes among those empire
builders.
This "Dried Grapes of Wrath"
is a seridup of all those overheated
nighttime soaps, from "Dallas" to
"Dynasty.’ to "Falcon Crest."
Forget the oil, forget the cattle
ranches, forget the vineyards, think
dried grapes. Think raisins.
It’s a new wrinkle, the first
comedy miniseries.
Carol Burnett stars as Charlotte
Kensington. the matriarch of the
Kensington raisin empire. Dabney
Coleman is Tyler Cane. head of a
rival raisin conglomerate, a man
whose thirst for power knows no
hounds.
The six -hour series. which
CBS will televise Sunday through
Thursday. also stars Ten Garr, Gregory Harrison and Charles Grodin.
"They sent the script to me

and I read it in one sitting and said
yes." said Burnett, who has spent
several years out of the public eye
while she wrote her autobiography,
"One More Time." for Random
House.
"They said they had me in
mind when they wrote it. I don’t
know if that’s true, hut when they
finished it they had me in mind.
And I’m glad they did."
"Fresno" was created by
Barry Kemp. who also created
"Newhart." and was written by
Kemp, Mark Gan/el and Michael
Petryni. Jeff Bleckner directed.
Burnett, wearing jeans and a
plaid shirt, her hair still damp from
a shampoo, is sitting on the living
room floor of the Pacific Palisades
home she bought after her sojourn
in New York and Hawaii while
writing the hook. She is now divorced from Joe Hamilton. the father of her three daughters.
Referring to "Fresno," she

said. "This is really satire It’s beyond tongue-in-cheek. It has hecome slapstick. Some people might
take it for real. We do it very seriously. which, to me, makes it
twice as funny. It could he ’Falcon
Crest.’ hut we’re talking raisins.
Burnett spent one day filming
in Fresno. where she said they got a
very warm reception.
"This isn’t a spoof of
Fresno," she said. "It’s a sendup of
the nighttime soaps. Talking about
raisins is funny when you talk about
it the way they talk about oil."
She will also he seen later this
season in an ABC special. "Carol.
Carl. Whoopi and Robin." Her
guests are Carl Reiner. Whoop;
Goldberg and Robin Williams.
But
ment of
said, is
Time."
herself.

the proudest accomplishher professional life, she
the hook, "One More
because she did it all hv

CELEBRATE
BUDWEISER MONTH
WITH US
Thursday Night
Drink Special
5 Drinks for
750 each
(selected drinks
only)

the
LOfiK
&Terrace

750 The Pruneyard
Campbell 37l -30l
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S.J. troupe
takes new
approach
to ’Oliver
Iry Alarj Marlin
Beth McVey grabbed the menu.,
it a sell-out crowd of San Jose
Light Opera first-nighters with her spi,
iied and believable portrayal of Nan.’..
in the English musical comedy "Oh%er "
McVey. fresh from successful appearances in "Evita" and "Best Little
Whorehouse in Texas" with Connecticut’s Candlewood Playhouse, pulled
together what otherwise could ha’.
been a second-rate production of th,
musical version of Charles Dickens’
"Oliver Twist."
The comedy, which first opened in
London in 1960. may he suffering from
overexposure. but McVey’s fresh approach. plus smashing performances by
local performers and a brand new concept in staging. kicked this production
into the future.
Jeff Bryant, a senior at Saratoga
High School. has performed locally for
his high school. the San Jose Children’s
Musical Theater and Valley Institute of
Theater Arts. As the Artful Dtxlger.
Bryant is the typical juvenile delinquent
01 the I
century.
Marie Ballentine. a graduate of
San Francisco State University. portrays the nasty Mrs. Sowerherry who
sold Oliver into apprenticeship because
he asked for a second helping at dinner.
Prior to her appearance in "Oli" liallentine has been the business
manager, director and occasionally. an
actress for the City Lights Theater
Company of San Jose.
Oliver’s need for motherly love is
tilled when Mrs. Corney takes him in
and holds him to her ample husom,
nursing and coddling him alter his release from jail.
San Jose’s Tammy Nelson makes
her theater debut in the role of Mrs.
Comey.
Twelve -year-old T.J. Espinoza.
who. with San Jose Civic Light Opera,
is making his debut in this production
in "Oliver," has performed in a number of Santa Clara Valley productions.
His opening in Oliver, however, was
weak, off-key and trembling. Fortu
ninety the adult members of the cast
easily off-set his sad perleirmance.
Equally
noteworthy
in this
month’s pnxtuction oh "Oliver" is the
abstract staging, allowing scenes to he
changed with a quick dimming of the
lights.
Designer, Ken Holaman, is begin
fling his second season with SM.( )
and they are fortunate to have him. II
scenic designs add both depth and ii
lance to what once was dull, hat
front scenery.
With a talented and creative its
SJC1.0 has captured new essence in an
old favorite.
"Oliver" will continue playing
until Nov. 16 at San Jose Center for the
Performing Arts. Most seats are sold
out for the season. Theatergoers are encouraged to make ticket reservations
ahead of time. Tickets are $10 to $25
and may he purchased by phone: 0081
971-1212, or from San Jose Box OfTice, 14010 246-I 160.

"A
GREAT FILM.
Powerful, hilarious, frightening, entertaining:
S1SKEL B EBERT AT THE MOVES

,f14.

GOLDWYN

FPI, NITS

COMPOWV

SID 8r. NANCY
In the San Jose Civic Light Opera’s production of a
Dickens play, Fagin, a thief played by John Wylie,
threatens to skewer young Oliver with a fork, lop. Oliver, who is an orphan, played by T.J. Espinata, seeks
contentment and motherly love, below. The play takes
place in London during the Industrial Revolution,

A

R

FILM

IX

ILEX

’777

COX

OMICTOX

50

OM

11*1

pkre
Exclusive Engagement
CAMERA ONE

STARTS TOMORROW!
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Dig
these
artifacts!

Far left, a statue inside the Rosicrucian Museum
of Pharaoh Akhnaton from 1375-1358. Rains
guard the entrance of the museum. above. Donald
Bertino closely examines mummified birds and
cats, left. "It’s fascinating," he said
The Rosicrucian Egy ptian Ntuseum is located at
Park and Naglee AVelltleti in San Jose

Photos by Denise Wandler

Basement shows modern necessities
NEW YORK (A))
In the
basement of an elegant brick mansion on Fifth Avenue, are things we
take for granted.
These objects are also things
that have changed our lives.
Squeezed into a fake window
- constructed especially for this
unusual display --is an air conditioner, which ended those steepness
nights and sent thousands to the Sun
Belt.
Nearby. curators at the Cooper-Hewitt Museum have created
images of housework: Boxes of
Rinso and other laundry detergents
pose with an automatic washing machine; an old Hotpoint refrigerator
invites with (mien dinners, orange
juice. waffles and croissants.
There are antibiotics, tampons
and birth control pills. Volkswagens
and power mowers. Videocassette
players, personal computers and
stereo systems. Enriched bread and
Scotch tape.
Scotch tape?
"Some of the discoveries, innovations and improvements are
monumental, and some are modest," said the introduction to the exhibition at the Cooper-Hewitt, the
Smithsonian Institution’s National
Museum of Design. "All have in
some way affected the living pat-

terns. babas and attitudes til con
sumers.
Without transparent tape, we’d
have to rely on paste, glue, string
and thumbtacks. Try using those to
seal a gift, or remove lint.
The exhibition. "Milestones:
50 Years of Goods and Services,"
will run through Jan. 4.
It is accompanied by a coffee
table book called "Ill Buy That! 50
Small Wonders and Big Deals That
Revolutionized the Lives of Consumers"
(Consumer
Reports
Books. $20).
130th the exhibition and the
hook are the work of Consumers
Union, the publisher of Consumer
Reports magazine. which is celebrating its 50th anniversary.
Life would be hard without
many of these items. which were
virtually unknown 50 years ago.
"The products taken together
really significantly changed the way
we lived." said Irwin Landau, editor of Consumer Reports.
The editors chose 50 items
simply because it was the magazine’s 50th anniversary, and it
proved to he a difficult task.
First they asked museums,
schools, trade organizations and
consumers for nominations.
That produced a list of 200

items I he list v.as
en to present
and former employees of Consumers Union. After much discussion.
meetings and voting, it was reduced
to 50 items.
Antibiotics was the No. 1
choice.
Six items tied for No. 2: black
and white television, fast-food restaurants, polio vaccine, credit cards
and supermarkets.
"A lot of things had to be in
there, like television and social security." said Nancy Miller. coordinating editor of "I’ll Buy That."
"But there are surprises." she
said.
"Detergent isn’t something
you think about, but it had an impact. Transparent tape is definitely a
surprise. Some people might find
disposable diapers a surprise."
Miller said.
The items detailed in the hook
are a varied lot: compact discs, automatic transmissions, air travel.
fluoridation, safety belts, synthetic
fabrics, smoke detectors, long playing records, magnetic recording
tape. paperbacks, latex paint, health
insurance, Dr. Spock’s "Baby and
Child Care."
Those that barely missed the
list are interesting too. No. 51 was
prepared baby food. Contact lenses
were No. 52.

ALL WORK
+ NO PLAY
NO FUN
Let us help you plan a tun-tilled vacation and add
some play-time to the school year.
HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS
Book now! We can guarantee
you the lowest air fares available.
WINTER BREAK
knjoy your time-off with
some fun in the sun.
drop in and browse
MID-YEAR GRADUATES
around. Pick your favorite vacation spot to celebrate
your graduation.
WALK OR DRIVE TO OUR SAINTE CLAIRE HILTON OFFICE

Pick up free literature
0100?
Corner San Carlos & Market Streets
1)0410293-7990
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Darkly Freudian undertones abound in "Elbowing," top, in
which pink -nosed boobs fall unquestiongly to their deaths. The
figures in "The Charactors," bottom, run frantically away from
troublesome numbers and symbols which live in a strange land,

1 beast smuggled into ( anada emits tiny blue fleas which take over a neighborhood in "Pig Bird"

Cartoon festival to show
animation with message
Hamilton
Everybody’s talking about the
dancing raisins.
You’ve seen them. They’re the
ones who glide across your TV
screen to the tune of "I Heard It
Through the Grapevine" during the
I o’clock news. Their plug for the
Cahlornia Raisin Board keeps you
Iron’ diving off before the weather
and sports.
You say you like the raisins?
Then don’t miss the Festival of
Animation, coming to the Morris
Dailey Auditorium Nov. 21-23.
Frolicking fruit is just part of a
show that will forever dissasociate
cartooning as an art form from the
garbage served up on Saturday
mornings.
High quality animation present
in the Festival 16 shorts - - brilliant
colors, imaginative sound effects,
movement so fluid that it challenges
real life
take the medium to
higher ground not seen on American
TV.
International entries blend the
old with the new and the humorous
with the political.
For Cab Calloway aficionados.
there’s "The Old Man on the
Mountain," a Max Fleisher Betty
Boop classic. That the clip remains
as fun as it must have been 50 years
ago is a tribute to Fleisher’s incredible talent.
A 1979 Academy Award-winner from Canada. "Every Child."
Hi’ Sc on G.

is heart-warming as ii is a elebratalion of the magic children bring to
the world. Derek Lamb’s wonderfully simple drawings make the
image of an unwanted infant trans!erred from hand to hand especially
endearing.
’Snookles’’ is an entry so new
that it is only pencil -sketched and
awaits coloration. With a heavy
dose of black humor, "Snookles"
makes a victim of your emotions,
carrying on the tradition of the cult
classic "Bamhi Meets Godzilla.’’
For sheer dramatic effect.
"The Fly by Hungary’s Fredrec
Bolus/. can’t he heat. Drawn in a
sketchy disjointed style like the recent A -ha video "Take On Me,"
the effect is very real. ’The viewer
can almost feel himsell darting
about, lighting on anything convenient and fleeing from a swat-happy
human.
A segment in the festival lea luring animated ads puts the Madison Avenue Nit/ in new perspective. The canine dentist in the
"Bonio" plug and the distressed feline pushing "Kitty Salmon" breed
absolute hilarity.
Will Vinton, the man who
brought the aforementioned raisins
to life, boasts two of the festival’s
hest entries. Ills Academy Awardwinning "Closed Mondays" seems
the best that moving clay can be. It
pales, though in comparison to
"Legacy." a later work that tells

the ill-fated story ol natural re
sources.
Vinton’s characters, including
a pterodactyl, a Jimmy Durant,:
look -alike and Mr. Albert Einstein
are so life -like that they chalk.
the imagination. Gumby and Pckc
he damned!
A couple of entries are a hit too
far out in left field.
Briton Paul Vester’s "Sunbeam" is amusing. hut takes itself
too seriously. The Dutch uttering.
"The Characters." by E en de
Beijer. gets tedious after sesen min
utes. Still, the fantastic use of color
in the first and the amusing voices
in the second make them bearable
enough.
Students might suspect an
event like this of being artsy and eccentric. They run the risk of shortchanging themselves. The Festival
of Animation tillers an opportunit
for an exceptional cultural epen
owe and a really good film
The Festival of Animation plays the
Morris Dailey Auditorium one
weekend only, Nov.21-23. ShowliMe% are 8 p.m. Friday. 7 and 930
p.m. Saturday, and 4 and 8 p.m.
Sunday.
Advance tickets are $5 at Underground Records, West Hall and
the Associated Students Business
Office. Tickets are $5.50 at the
door.

KAMIKAZE
THURSDAYS
at
L.A. ROCKS

It
50g KAMIKAZES
DRAFT BEER $2.75/pitcher
WATER TOWER
PLAZA
CAMPBELL

lonolhon Men
Mem
mnetril Att
ri$ on I Pro

The new rock wave
in the South Bay

smelt. Me
11Inkliam Ate
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PEPSI PRESENTS THE CSN SATELLITE TOUR

4,

,

SIMPLE MINOS
01.111
0101
Siniptriti BIG COUNTRY
,

4,

34

Take a front row, center section seat
in a London harbor warehouse for a
live satellite concert featuring some of
the hottest stars in British pop.

This is your chance to see Simple
Minds. Spandau Ballet. Simply Red
and The Smiths in a concert environment like you’ve never experienced
before.

WHEN:

November 14, 1986,
6:00 pm

It’s ninety minutes of non-stop
excitement. and we’re saving the best
seat for you.

ADMISSION:

WHERE:

Spartan Pub

AM.
PEPSI

FREE!

..11.11111.1
Funded by Associated Students

